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AIM AND SCOPE 
Today, open any newspaper and one will be intrigued by the number of adver-
tisements wooing the students for a course in E-Commerce. Suddenly commerce 
which is usually shunned in the universities as a subject and choosen only if the stu-
dent does not get a seat in engineering medicine or even in the Physics or any other 
science subject including Bio-Technology, has become a favourate of all. The prefix 
electronic is the magic word which is attracting lakhs of students willing to spend a 
fortune on learning the fundamentals of this subject. E-Commerce has arrived in true 
style and the soldiers of this new fortune are in the making at various compuses and 
computer centres. 
All this inspired me to select the topic "E-Commerce (Electronic Commerce)". 
This is an attempt to take up all the issues, utilities, benefits and draw backs of E-
Commerce. Now we have It Bill 2000, It act which is helpful and gives security in 
conducting E-Commerce, through the selection of articles related closely with its 
various activities viz, online accounting, online banking, E-cash, electronic advertis-
ing, online shopping, cyber crimes & fi-auds, and security, being covered with the 
preview of the study. 
This dissertation provides an annotated bibliography of all the relevant mate-
rial related to the significance topics attempting to be exhaustive in its coverage. 
In the process, it has included 200 articles dealing with E-Commerce which 
may prove useful for all those who have are slight interest in E-Commerce. 
Part one of this dissertation deals with introduction of the topic covered, part 
two consists of an annotated bibliography of 200 articles on the topic. Part three 
consists of indexes, title and subject 
METHODOLOGY; 
The primary sources were consulted in the following libraries 
i) Maulana Azad Library, Aligarh Muslim Library Aligarh. 
ii) INDIAN NATIONAL SCIENTIFIC DOCUMENTATION CENTRE 
(INSDOC), New Delhi. 
iii) Institute of Computer literacy (ICL) Aligarh. 
iv) Department of Business and Management research studies, Aligarh. 
v) Department of Computer sciences Aligarh. 
vi) British Council, New Delhi. 
vii) American library, New Delhi. 
viii) Seminar library, Department of library science A.M.U. Aligarh. 
STANDARD FOLLOWED: 
The Indian standards recommended for bibliographical reference (15; 23 81 -
1963) and classified catalogue code (CCC) of DR. S.R. Ranganathan have been fol-
lowed. In some cases where ISI do not give any guidance, I have taken appropriate 
decision. 
ARRANGEMENT : 
The entries are arranged under subject heading which are arranged alphabeti-
cally following letter by letter method. The entry element of the author is in capitals 
and small letters and then the title of the articles, subtitles (if any) then by the volume 
number, issued, the year, month and date giving by inclusive notation of the pages of 
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the articles. The each entry is than followed by an information and indicative ab-
stracts of the article. 
Entries of periodical articles are arranged as follows : 
a) Serial number 
b) Name of the author / authors 
c) A full stop ( . ) 
d) Title of the contribution including subtitle and alternative title if any. 
e) A full stop ( . ) 
f) Title of periodical being underlined. 
g) A full stop ( . ) 
h) Volume number, 
i) Comma ( , ) 
j) Issue number. 
k) Semi colon ( ; ) 
1) Year. 
m) Comma ( . ) 
n) Month. 
o) Comma ( . ) 
p) Date. 
I l l 
q) Semi colon (;) 
r) Inclusive pages of the articles. 
s) A full stop ( . ) 
SPECIMEN ENTRY: 
170. BETHONEY (H). Putting V into E-Commerce. P _ C i ^ ^ ^ ^ ' '-^^^^ ' 
33-^4. 
EXPLANATION 
This article is taken from the journal "PC week" "Putting V into E-Com-
th th th 
merce" written by "BETHONEY (H)" in 13 number of 6 volume of 14 June 
1998, on the pages from 33 - 34 against this entry. 
SUBJECT HEADING: 
Attempt has been made to give Co-extensive subject heading as much as 
possible, it will facilitate the readers to find out desired article (S) from this bibliogra-
phy. 
INDEX; 
The index part consists of indexes, author, title and subject. The index guides 
to the specific entry or entries in the bibliography. It is hoped that it will be found 
useful in consultant of the bibliography. 
ABBREVIATIONS; 
After index part an abbreviation is given for explanations for abbreviated part 
of this bibliography. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Electronic Commerce 
Trade and commerce between individuals is as old as the existance of 
mankind. There have been innumerable channels that have facilitated this 
exchange. The latest to join this list is e-commerce. 
Electronic Commerce has unchanged yet another revolution, which is 
changing the way businesses buy and sell products and services. It is associated 
with buying and selling of information, products and services over computer 
communication networks. E-Commerce (EC) helps conduct traditional commerce 
through new ways of transferring and processing information, since it is 
information which is at the heart of any commercial activity. Information is 
electronically transferred from computer to computer, in an automated way. This 
has, in fact, transferred the way organisations operate. 
E-Commerce refers to the paperless exchange of business information 
using Electronic Data Interchange, Electronic Bulletin Boards, Electronic Mail, 
Electronic Funds Transfer and other net work-based technologies. It not only 
helps organisations move to a fully electronic environment and change the way 
they operate. 
E-Commerce has recently got a fillip with the US Government's 
announcement that all federal purchases would be made paperless. In the last few 
years, organisations have started conducting EC over the Internet, the 
network of networks. The Internet has given yet another boost to E-Commerce 
because it is a low-cost alternative to the proprietary networks. E-Commerce 
conducts are, however, under development. The more well known Electronic Data 
Interchange (EDI), the inter-organisational exchange of business documentation in 
structured, machine processable form over computer communication networks, is 
still the document part of E-Commerce. 
Different experts have defined it differently. Those in the field of 
communications say that it is the transmission of information, products/services or 
payments through telephone lines, networks, or any other medium. From a 
businessman's standpoint, e-commerce is the use of technology to automate 
business transactions and work flows. Someone fi'om the service industry might 
say that e-commerce is a helpful innovation that allows business to cut cost, 
enabling it to provide better quality products with a quicker delivery time. 
From my point of view and probably the most general and literal definition 
for e-commerce is that it is the actual buying and selling of goods or services 
electronically online. Products are displayed in an online store, and potential 
customers can read information about the products, see them on the Website, and 
have the option to purchase them online. There are sites selling every thing fi-om 
pet supplies to automobiles. Virtually any product or service can be sold online. 
And all the principles involved in good business practices apply here. 
Information gathering, processing, manipulating and distributing is 
common to trade and commerce, no matter what the commodity or service is that 
is being exchanged. Today, it is the velocity of information processing and 
dissemination which determines the speed of real commerce. Computers and 
networks, by virtue of their great speed, are creating electronic marketing with the 
potential to be more efficient in finding and interacting with customers, 
communicating with trading partners and developing new products and markets. 
On the one hand. Local Area Networks (LANs), and enterprise wide intra-
networks have resulted in raising expectations for data access, communications 
and productivity throughout the business world. On the other, low-cost high-speed 
open networks interconnected as a single networks, commonly known as the 
Internet, have kept pace with the requirements through the establishment of 
National Information Infrastructures, with high-speed National Information 
Highways being their main backbones. Widespread access to network 
communication tools including electronic mail (E-mail), online services, and Web 
browsers have created a new awareness of the commercial potential of the 
Internet. While the Internet has ah-eady been successfully used for marketing, 
advertising and some commerce, much of its technical potential remains to be 
commercially harnessed. EDI is still the proven appUcation for E-Commerce, 
although it is only one of the ways of doing electronic commerce. The method of 
doing business in the e-commerce medium differs fi-om traditional commerce 
because it combines information technology, telecommunications technology and 
business processes to make it possible to do business in ways not otherwise 
possible. 
CONCEPT BEHIND E-COMMERCE; 
The general perception of E-Commerce hinges on the use of computer 
application, which communicate over a network or the Internet and allow buyers 
and sellers to complete a transaction or part of it. It helps in doing business online 
and facilities buying and selling on worldwide webs. 
The growth of e-commerce substantially depends on Internet penetration. 
The Internet users took only four years to reach the figure of 50 million after the 
invention of www and browsers. The electronic tools and techniques used for E-
commerce are Internet. The use of Internet for commerce provides many 
advantages to the traders and buyers like global reach, instantaneous access, 
instant transmission, and other such benefits at incredibly low cost. The Internet 
makes it possible to reach any type of database created by traders and data 
warehouse while sitting in fi-ont of one's own personal computer in one's 
favourite armchair. A large number of Bookstores, Grocers, Supermarkets, 
Software Developers, Marketers of Consumer Durable Goods, and manufactures 
of capital goods have already created their own web pages in the Internet and 
started selling their merchandise electronically. 
There are two ways in which EC is being conducted over the Internet. The 
first is EDI in its present form over the Internet, i.e. the Net is used as a free or 
cheap network for business communication instead of using the more expensive 
private VANs. The other is the World Wide Web (WWW) as a marketplace where 
vendors can offer goods, information and services for sale and where 
purchasers can browse, see and feel the goods through browsing tools, before 
they buy. As a means of distributing public information, the web has indeed been 
successful in its goals. The underlying philosophy of the web, built around the 
Internet, is its openness. With standard ways of storing documents and easy-to-use 
browsers to select the desired information from a vast maze of inter connected 
research documents in an academic environment, the web has graduated to 
commercial services with dissemination of catalogues of products, services and 
prices. Tim Bemers-Lee developed the web to serve users of the High Energy 
Physics Lab, CERN, Geneva. The web was first designed for physicists from 
around the world to share information regardless of the hardware platforms being 
used by them. 
The web consists of two components : Web servers and Web browsers. Web 
servers run on any hardware platform and operating system and store documents 
in Hypertext Markup Language (HTML), which is more of a page description 
language, than a programming language. All Web servers and browsers 
communicate through common protocol, the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP). 
HTML contains tags which enable the Web browser to format text and graphics 
on the user's serins. With HTML and HTTP, users need not know file names, 
formats or the location of information resources. The user merely points and 
clicks to navigate himself through the vast maze of information on the Internet. 
This is the key to the successfiil transition of the web from the academic to the 
commercial environment. Today, many corporations use it to distribute 
information to their own units, and to their trading partners on the Internet. It 
is a grand success in such a short time considering the fact that the first 
commercial Web server was launched by Netscape only in November, 1994. 
Netscape is the originator of the first commercial brov/ser called the Mosaic. 
The WWW and the Internet have, in fact, influenced the acceptance of EC. 
Design of the website in use must support the objective of the company, and it is 
better to go in for a professional designer to do the job. The launching of the site 
should be supplemented by other promotional materials and it should be registered 
with the conmion search engines. These sites should be linked with other relevant 
sites and these links should be checked regularly. Repeat visits into the sites 
should be encouraged by keeping them evergreen and should be updated on a 
regular basis. Sellers should also analyse current business operations and explore 
new growth areas, they should try to build e-business infrastructure for others too; 
this would provide them with an opportunity to lead the e-business community on 
the Internet. Lastly, it can be said that the role of Internet EC are bright and if the 
basic infrastructure and legal fi^ame work are provided to its users. Improved 
technology and time shall take care of its limitation the fiiture indeed belongs to 
EC on the Internet. 
E-BUSINESS; 
E-business is about more than selling online. It's also about discovering more 
efficient ways to co-ordinate vidth suppliers, distributors and customers, like being 
able to control a myriad of functions around the world all effortlessly from your 
desktop. 
The Internet has emerged as a cost-effective and timesaving tool for 
conducting business transactions in an on-line global marketplace. Millions of 
customers interact over myriads of products. It has become a doorway to a vast 
storehouse of business information accessible alike to individuals and enterprises. 
With the rising costs of traditional transactions, competition among companies is 
increasing to provide better services at lower cost to customers. E-commerce has 
opened the gateway for such transactions by being easier, faster and cheaper. 
Internet seems to be creating the possibility of a permanent worldwide bazaar in 
which no prices are ever fixed for long, and information is instantly available. 
Internet provides a perfect medium for aggregations buyers and sellers from all 
over the world. 
Buying and selling on the Internet is known by the generic term e-
commerce. Business on the net is classified in to B2B (business-to business), B2C 
(business-to-consumer) and C2C (consumer-to-consumer) and C2C (consumer-to-
consumer). Under B2B, transactions are largely between industrial manufactures, 
partners retailers or between companies. Under between business establishments 
and consumers. In fact, many of the B2B categories grew out of those developed 
initially for the B2C market. Prior to conducting transactions in the B2B, the 
buyer and the seller typically establish a contractual relationship with each other. 
This process differs fi"om B2C, where a consumer can buy fi'om a website 
just by providing a credit card number. B2C segment is the most visible segment 
of the three as the name implies, these business sales directly to the end 
customers. Typically, the per. Customer volume of a transaction is low, but the 
number of customer serviced is large. To draw a large number of customers, 
these sides have to do a lot of advertising both on-line and off-line. 
That's why these sides are much more visible then the other segments. On the flip 
side B2C sides require huge investments and extensive back office setup that is 
required for running these operations B2B sides are essentially the Net meeting 
points for buyers and sellers of the industrial world. They surve a limited number 
of customers. The turnover would be many times that of the most B2C sides. And 
most importantly they made profits. 
Business-to-business e-commerce is projected to achieve the highest 
growth in Internet based businesses. Virtually every segment of industry stands to 
gain significant advantages by doing business through the Internet. Even those 
addressing consumer markets deal with other businesses in their procurement 
chain and can reap substantial savings in dealing vwth their suppliers through the 
Internet. 
E-BANKING; 
E-banking as a phenomenon helps to transact and take vital investment 
decisions with ease and precision. There is no need to go neighbourhood bank 
stand in a queue to check the account statement and wait for the those never 
ending minutes while the bank assistant gives a new cheque book. 
Time to shift to online banking. Net banking has been for more than a ten 
years now but only since 1994 has it become user-friendly and cost effective. The 
leap forward happened when the banks started offering online banking services in 
conjunction with personal finance manager such as Microsoft money and intuit 
quicken. These programmes typically along consumers to do much of their 
work offline, and then dial in to complete their bank transactions. 
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Thanks to internet banking and these financial programmes one can say good bye 
to calculator, end less paper bank statements and those huge account registers. 
Online banking much more than having a PC-link to the bank. It allows customers 
access the net and then log into the Website of the particular bank. 
Typically, internet-based banking involves four key security aspects: 
Authentication ; At the minimum banks use a personal identification number 
(PIN) and an unique customer ID number where by users can access their account 
or sends payment instructions. Users are required to enter the PIN each time they 
connect to the bank, in order to prove that the authorised user. Digital certificate 
technology provided by VerSign is also used in many companies. 
Privacy : In order to ensure that only the right person access data, state-of-the-art 
1024-bit RSA, SSL and RCS technologies along with triple DES encryption are 
used while communicating. This encryption system fi^om RSA Data security. Inc. 
scrambles data packets sent fi"om your computer to our server, which prevents 
people fi^om snooping on a network connection and viewing your information 
while in transit. Financial software programmes such as quicken come loaded with 
password features. 
Integrity : Message integrity is provided by SSL and RCS security technology so 
that the message received has not been altered after it left the sender. 
Transaction Confirmation/Monitoriny : Almost all banks and software vendors 
provide a special feature that displays a list of instructions to be sent to the bank 
before going online and provide a record of all completed transactions. 
TYPES OF E-COMMERCE; 
E-commerce is divided into three major segments : 
(i) inter-organisational (business to business); 
(ii) intra-organisational (within business); and 
(iii) retail. 
Inter-organisational e-commerce is between different business entities. It 
reduces the number of suppliers and facilities business partnerships by reducing 
purchase orders, processing costs and inventory cycle timings. It could be 
operated on the Internet or an Extranet which just lets us select a few participants. 
Supply chain management or payment management are examples of inter 
organsiational applications, inter-organisational applications, intra-organisational 
e-commerce occurs within a business entity. The objective is to link the 
constituents together and increase the flow of information within the organisation. 
Examples of it include human resource or departmental websites that disseminate 
information and services through an Intranet. Retail e-commerce, as the name 
suggests, is directed at the consumer. It can be used for any business for consumer 
interactions. 
TECHNOLOGICAL DIMENSION OF E-COMMERCE ; 
While many technologies can fit within the definitions of e-commerce, the 
most important are electronic data interchange (EDI), bar codes, electronic mails, 
Internet, world wide web, product data exchange and electronic forms. Electronic 
Data Interchange is the computer to computer exchange of structured 
information in a standard electronic format. Information stored on one 
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computer is translated by software programmers into standard EDI format for 
transmission to one or more trading partners. The trading partners computers, in 
turn, translate the information using software into a form they can understand. Bar 
codes are used for automatic product identification by a computer. The most 
common example of bar codes is of consumer products such as packaged foods, 
books, etc. These codes allow the product to be scanned at the checkout counter. 
As the product is identified, the price is entered in the cash register, while internal 
systems are automatically updated. 
Electronic mail consists of messages composed by an individual and sent in 
digital form to other recipients via the Internet. Internet is a decentralised global 
network of millions of diverse computers and computer networks. World wide 
web is a collection of documents written and encoded with the hypertext markup 
language. With the aid of a browser, the user can ask for these documents and 
display them on the user's local computer. Product data exchange is the exchange 
of data usually in graphical form that is needed to describe a product. Electronic 
forms is a technology that combines the familiarity of paper forms with the power 
of storing information in digital form. To the user, an electronic form is simply a 
digital analogue of such a paper form, an image which looks like a form but 
appears on a computer screen and is filled out via mouse and keyboard. 
FUNCTIONS OF E-COMMERCE: 
There are four functions of e-commerce. 
(i) communication; 
(ii) process management; 
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(iii) service management; and 
(iv) transaction capabilities. 
The communication fiinction is aimed at the delivery of information and/ or 
documents to facilitate business transactions. E-mail is an excellent example of 
this. The process management fimction covers the automation and improvement 
of business processes. The best example of this would be networking two 
computers tog^her so that they can share and transfer data rather than have a 
person to take data from one computer to another. Service management function is 
the application of technology to improve the quality of service. A good example 
of this fimction is the federal express website. It permits customers to track 
shipments and the schedule pick-ups 24 hours a day with a world-wide network 
without having to talk to a service representative. Customer service is greatly 
enhanced due to the site's capabilities. The last fimction, transaction capabilities 
provides the ability to buy/sell on the internet or some other online service. The 
retail websites of Ama20n.com and REI offer good examples of the transaction 
capabilities of e-commerce. 
PRE-REOUISITES OF E-COMMERCE; 
There are very few requirements to conduct e-commerce business. These are: 
• A websites, either your own or one supplied to you by a cart provider; 
• A shopping cart programme to list your products or services and a means to 
collect purchases information; and 
• A method to get the fiinds into your bank account. 
If you want to automate the process, a compatible credit card 
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merchant account and a transaction processor (eg, authorise.net) to collect 
credit card information and obtain authorisation and post the funds into your 
account, are required. 
SIGNIFICANCE OF E-COMMERCE; 
Participants in the electronic marketplace are not limited only to digital 
product companies such as publishing, software and information industries. The 
digital age and the digital revolution effect all by virtue of their process 
innovations. Web TV and digital television is going to affect TV news and 
entertainment programmes. Changes in telecommunication will affect the way 
receive information, product announcements, orders, etc. As phones, fax 
machines, copiers, PCs and printers have become essential ingredients in doing 
business, so will be e-mails, websites, and integrated digital communication and 
computing. While today's office business machines are not integrated (e.g. faxed 
orders have to be typed in on computer), the much talked about convergence will 
drive all these equipment into one digital platform, whether it be a computer 
connected to the internet and intranets, or a new kind of device capable of 
interacting with other devices, because that device will prove to be more efficient 
and productive. 
USERS OF E-COMMERCE: 
Anyone with something to sell or buy can use e-commerce. If you have 
access to a website where you can store the information about the items or 
services your company offers, you can use e-commerce. There are three kinds 
of business concerns which mainly use e-commerce today. 
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• The first are new enterprises which have no existing structure. 
• Another are the technology companies which would have an interest in 
improvement electronic routes to promote their services. 
• The Third category are media companies, which would benefit from fast 
distribution of information, together with low setup costs. 
Credit cards, cheques or any other mode of payment arrangements can be 
set-up to be used via the Internet. You do not have to have a transaction 
processor to process transaction in real time, although real time credit card 
processing offers the most immediate method to have fijnds deposited into 
your account. There are e-commerce solutions that allow information 
collection and retrieval from a secure server and then let you enter that 
information manually at your local terminal. 
EMPLOYMENT POTENTIAL OF E-COMMERCE : 
According to the computer systems of a value Added Network (VAN) of the 
US government, there are many full and part time positions available in e-
commerce with flexible hours. The current requirements include, but are not 
limited to, 
system Programmes (Unix, Window NT, Windows 95). 
EDI Programmers. 
Communications Engineers (Routers, ISDN, SLIP, PPP, RAS) 
Communications Programmers C, C-H-, VB). 
Technical writers. 
Trainers. 
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• Technical support. 
• Sales and marketing force. 
• Field engineering support. 
MONEY USED Pi E-COMMERCE ; 
Money, as all of us know is a medium of exchange invented to 
facilitate commerce. Over the years many forms of money have been developed -
coins, paper notes, cheques and credit cards. The Net, which has intervened and 
altered many established concepts and institutions has made some inroads into the 
highly restricted area of currency that has originated from the Net to facilitate Net-
based commercial transactions. 
BEENZ: 
Beenz, a form of money which is available only on the Net, helps you buy 
products from many on-line stores is the product of beenz.com, a U.S.-based 
company started in 1998 and with branches spread across the world. 
BEENZ INTERNALS: 
Beenz are earned as reward points. To collect Beenz you need first to open 
an account with them. Log in to www.beenz.com and go through the sign-up 
process. The Beenz account is based on your email address. When you open the 
Beenz account, it automatically gets credited with 100 Beenz. Once your account 
is properly registered, you can start activities that help you accumulate Beenz 
dollars in your account. There are many websites that give away Beenz units as a 
gesture of appreciation for visiting their site; filling our forms with some 
personal information or for availing their service. Some sites that offer 
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Beenz are www.zlnp-asia.com. www.cafd.co.uk and www.theknowledge.com. 
You amy wonder what you with Beenz. As many e-commerce sites accept 
it as a form of payment, you can use the Beenz earned this way to buy various 
products sold online. You can even make donations of noble causes such as cancer 
research and flood victims relief An e-commerce site that accepts Beenz 
generally exhibits a red Beenz logo to advertise the payment option. Beenz 
counter. As there are many on-line companies that provide Beenz just for 
accessing their sites, your account will continue to bulge over time. To keep track 
of your balance you can use the Beenz counter program. This facility can be 
utilised by downloading the counter form www.beeiiz.com. On installation, you will 
receive a key which has to be entered into the appropriate box for the counter to 
function. When the process is successfully done, the program falls into the system 
tray. Whenever you want to know about your beenz, click at the counter icon and 
its interface pops up, displaying the current balance. 
FLOOZ: 
Another on-Une currency with similar features is Flooz, which is 
denominated in U.S. dollars and serves as a gift currency that can be sent through 
e-mail. The receiver can use it like money to buy from participating on-line stores. 
The advantage here is that you can send a gift from anywhere, anytime and the 
recipient can buy whatever she likes. So. If you want to send a gift to your 
friend/acquaintance, just buy some Flooz from www.flooz.com (for this you need a 
credit card. To send a gift through this service log-in to the site, register with the 
site, purchase a few Flooz and simply click at the send buttons. 
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Advantages: 
E-commerce facilitator ; A major factor hindering the spread of e-
commerce is the lack of secure and convenient means to make on-line payments. 
Virtual currencies of the Beenz type facilitate the electronic transactions as they 
facilitate purchases. World currency : Many on-line stores are now willing to 
accept Beenz as a risk-free mode of payment and this may mark the beginning of 
a world currency. This means any product can be bought from any e-tailer without 
worrying about exchange rates variations. 
NEGATIVE FACTORS : 
Reward concept on-line currencies such as Beenz are based on the 
reward concept (one can acquire this currency only through a reward programme 
of a site) and if the participant companies stop this altogether, it will result in a 
complete systemic breakdown. 
Tl>irie>t to^oveliiBietital control; 
In the real world, money circulation is properly measured and controlled 
using various measures by governments so as to keep its value at a reasonably 
stable level and thereby ensure public confidence. At present, there is no effective 
mechanism to control the circulation of online currencies. 
Unaccountable money: 
Many on-line companies may adopt this model to reward their 
customers and may on-line currencies might emerge (for instawce, 1 ^ sttfe i!>tenet 
of music www.planetofinusic.com features speedybucks which you o«n 
earn by registering and playing games though the site. The currency earned 
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this way can be redeemed for purchasing products available at various on-line 
stores). As there is no mechanism as yet to properly account this form of money, 
they will not come into the tax net. This is a problem which economists and 
finance experts have to address rather seriously. 
CYBERCRIMES / FRAUDS: 
The internet is the worid's largest repository of data and the 
foremost carrier of messages across the globe. The business community uses the 
internet to transmit business related messages. While the internet offers many 
wonderful positive ways to change the world for the better, it is not without perils 
some of the cyber crimes are :-
1. cyber stalking. 
2. Indentity theft : this is a crime where a thief steals your personal data and 
makes purchases in your name he might even apply and receive credit cards 
in your name or impersonate you in such a way as to convince business men 
and traders to sell him products and charge your account this act can destroy 
your good name and your some credit history and can leave you liable for 
the purchases made by the crook. 
3. Impersonation : If one uses standard e-mail programmes today, one can't 
be sure who the sender is it is easy to fake the identity of another person and 
send e-mail that mislead you in many number of ways. Thus any person on-
line can claim to be any other real person or and imaginary person. After all 
you can't see him, hear him or even ask to see a drivers license as a 
trader or his clerk would do to verify indentification an organisation 
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online can only take the claimant's word that he is a person he claims to be. 
This can be dangerous consequences. 
Besides the above state cyber there are other areas which are a 
source of serious concern to law enforcement agencies, sources crimes, of 
these areas are online fraud, software piracy. 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ACT; 
The IT act seeks to provide legal recognition to transactions carried out by 
means of electronic data interchange or through any electronic medium including 
the Internet. This means that contracts entered into using electronic media like e-
mail can now be enforced. This was not the case earlier. Prior to this Bill, most 
laws required data or records to be in a written or type Avritten form. Only then 
could contracts be enforced. The IT bill ensures that records can also be kept in an 
electronic form. Because of digital signatures an agreement entered in the 
electronic from will also be legally valid. The act also seeks to encourage 
electronic governance by allowing government records to be kept in an electronic 
form. Also, the act defines crimes and provides for a maximum imprisonment for 
three years or a maximum fine of Rs. 2 lakh or both. Transmitting absence 
material may also be punished with up to two years imprisonment. 
The IT act is a great piece of cyber legislation heralding the arrival of 
electronic commerce in India. It attempts to provide ways to deal with cyber 
crimes. We need such a law so that people could buy over net through credit cards 
without fear of any misuse. In 1999 during the winter session of parliament 
the central government has introduced IT bill/act. This bill formulated by the 
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cyber law committee some of the salient features of the proposal of the cyber law 
committee and the bill are : 
(i) it would be the first step towards IT security in the country. 
(ii) It will strive to improve the concept of E-commerce and E-govemance. 
(iii) It defines computer piracies and related offences as recommended by the 
national IT Task Force, 
(iv) The legislation will ensure security and easy access of electronic data 
facilitate better electronic communication to promote E-commerce. Here 
by recognising electronically transacted document valid, 
(v) It specifies punishable offences like devising or executing schemes to 
defi^ aud, decieve or exhort or wrongfiiUy control or obtain money property 
or data as legal ruse to keep the hackers and computer thieves at bay. 
(vi) The bill provides stiff panalities for computer crimes which range fi^om Rs. 
2 lakhs fine to seven year imprisonment. 
ADVANTAGES OF E-COMMERCE; 
Although in its infancy, e-commerce is the most popular way for a 
business to expand their customer base and increase productivity. In recent years 
the online shopping industry has leaped forward and very few businesses can be 
found without a site on the web. With an Earth link total commerce package, you 
can sell your produces world wide through your web-based store. Here are some 
pros and cons of e-commerce. 
1. The biggest advantage of e- commerce is that distances don't matter 
in carrying out trade. You can reach out to the world any time you 
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want. This helps the companies to have a cheap and effective way of 
communication with suppliers on one side and with customers on the 
other. Contact with suppliers is possible via Internet or via an EDI system. 
2. Unlike a brick and mortar store, an online store has the capability to stay 
open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year. 
3. Compared with a retail outlet or new office the cost of setting up an e-
commerce website is very low. It can be integrated straight into your 
infrastructure with very little overheads or outlay. 
4. There is more flexibility in a website to add and remove a product or 
products than in catalogues or brochures. 
5. Advantage of being online is that it potentially gives exposure to 
previously untapped market segments. 
6. Another benefit is error reduction because orders do not have to be re-
keyed into order entry systems and increased efficiencies through the 
automation of the business processes. 
Other benefits include a wider choice and no wastage of time. 
People who want to buy something usually have to get outdoors and find a 
shop with a product of their desire. Now, the only thing they have to do is 
to turn on their computer and select one of the thousand online stores. 
Customers can find products from all over the world, so that the world, so 
the amount of offers is far greater than in a local shopping centre. 
DISADVANTAGES; 
1. Among disadvantages of selling online include the inability to touch and 
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feel merchandise. As one analyst puts it, to kick the tyres. This is a 
psycholo^cal barrier, but as consumers become more familiar with 
shopping online, this barrier goes away. 
2. Further, a big rush with the growing importance of e-commerce and 
computer communication technologies is that people don't have social 
contacts anymore. Everything can be arranged with a computer, you don't 
have to go to market anymore, because you can do that at home. 
3. Furthermore, because online stores do not exist for very long, many 
companies do not know exactly how to set up a store. This results in large 
group of annoyed customers, who want to buy something, but it is not 
clear how they should and there is no one whom they can ask, like in a 
normal shop. 
4. In addition, computer systems v^ all never be 100 percent safe. There shall 
always be hackers who intercept (money) transactions and cause problems 
for consumers and companies that operate on the internet. 
5. Above all, in a developing nation, the average internet users is usually a 
young highly educated man. If you start a business on the internet, perhaps 
you will not reach women and the elderly. 
At this time, e-commerce is not usefixl if you want to sell products 
to a target group other than young, high educated males. This won't be a 
problem in future, as more people will use computers and internet 
shopping in our society. 
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CONCLUSION: 
To conclude, it is worth noting that e-commerce is a significant competitor 
to the traditional retail channel. Though its potential is immense and benefits 
increasing by the day with advancing technologies, traditional retail channels are 
have to stay as significant either-or with the e-commerce medium supplanting the 
conventional retail charmel, or for the retail channel to completely over come the 
e-commerce emergence. The scenario of parallel offerings of the e-commerce 
brand and supermarket brands is more hkely. They will each obtain their own 
segment foUowings depending on match certain categories of products and market 
segments, offer to the benefits provided by internet. 
Exchange on the electronic medium can become transactions only when 
the legal and institutional procedures are implemented very effectively for binding 
the exchanges. A top bidder in a recent overseas auction had to be put off and the 
auction awarded to the next highest bidder, as the first highest bidder was a child 
and not legally authorised to participate. The Government of India has suggested 
its keen interest in putting into place effective cyberlaws. It will take quite a while 
for effective cyberlaws to cover contigencies and cover a range of products 
shopped. Marketers in turn will have to carefiiUy evolve mechanisms of catering 
to local laws. Catering to local content in local languages is also required. E-
commerce is growing explosively on the Internet. Before the end of this decade, 
millions of companies and individuals will be buying, selling, bidding, 
brokening, advertising and collaborating on a daily basis, as the 
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Internet merges with other branches of information highway. The resuUing 
economies of scale will drastically lower the cost of implementing and 
maintaining a procurement infrastructure. 
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E-COMMERCE - SITES OF INTEREST 
1. SOLUTION PROVIDERS 
(i) Netscape 
http://home.netscape.com/commapps/index.html 
(ii) IBM 
http : //www. ibm. com/services/ebus/index. html 
(iii) Microsoft 
http: //www.microsoft.com/siteserver/commerce/default.asp/ 
2. SAMPLE INTERNET EC SITES 
www.bababazaar.com. Internet vegetable store (India) 
news, business & home shopping 
(music, movie tickets, books, hotel 
reservation) (India) 
online bookshop 
online bookshop 
online bookshop 
www.rediff.com 
www. amazon. com 
www.bookshop.co.uk 
bookshop.blackwell 
co.uk 
www.netmarket.com 
www.excite.com/ 
channel/shopping/ 
www.realmalls.com 
chosen 
clothes, electronics, books, luggage etc. 
home shopping (clothes, cars, grocery, 
electronics etc.) 
Personalised weekly specials from 
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www.officedepot.com 
www.insight.com 
www.merlite.com 
www. Getorginc. com 
www.ftd.com/ 
www. computerwhiz. com 
www.jandr.com 
shopping malls. 
(office items - stationary, books, uni-
forms etc.) 
(jewellery) 
(grocery, health & beauty, computer 
software, photo & video corporate) 
(space-saving devices for office or 
home) 
(flowers) 
(computer videos and single-user 
CD) 
(computers, home office, audio, 
videos, portables, cameras, optics, 
applicances, music). 
3. SEARCH ENGINES (INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM 
http: //www.home.co.il/search.htinl 
ALTAVISTA http: //www.altavista.com/ 
WEBCRAWLER http: //webcrawler.com/ 
INFOSEEK http: //www.infoseek.com/ 
LYCOS http : //www. lycos, com/ 
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NLN 
YAHOO! 
STARTING POINT 
WHAT'S NEW TOO! 
BIZWIZI 
NERDWORLD MEDIA 
EXCITE 
DEJANEWS 
GOTO 
GOD 
UK YELLOW WEEK 
INDIANA 
ALLONE 
MAGELLAN 
INTERNET GUIDE 
A2z 
SurfPoint 
Super Pages 
ON VILLAGE 
BIG VILLAGE 
http ; //nin. com/or //www. nln.com/ 
http: //www.yahoo.com/search.html/ 
http: //www. stpt.com/ 
http: //newtoo.manifest.com/ 
http: //www.bizwiz.com/bizwiz/ 
http: //www.nerdworld.com/ 
http; //www.excite.com/ 
http; //www. dejanews.com/ 
http: //www.goto.com/ 
http: //www.god.co.uk/ 
http: //www.yell.co.uk/yell/cgi 
-bin.ypl.cgi 
http; //www.cs.indiana.edu/cgi 
-bin/ahweb/search 
http; //www. Allonesearch.com 
http; //www. mckinley.com/ 
http; //a2z.lycos.com/ 
http: //www.sur^oint.com/ 
http: //wp.gte.net 
http: //www. onvillage.com/ 
http : //www.bigyellow.com/ 
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BIG BOOK http: //www.bigbook.com/ 
RESUME ISLAND 
SEARCH ENGINE 
SWITCHBOARD 
THE INFOHIWAY 
SITESEEKER SEARCH 
1. LEGAL INTEREST 
ABA Digital Signature 
Guidelines 
Florida Electronic 
Signature Act of 1996 
Illinois Electronic 
Commerce Security Act 
Malaysia Computer 
Crimes Act 1997 
Malaysia Digital 
Signature Act 1997 
Singapore Electronic 
Transactions Act 
Texas Penal Code-Computer 
http: //www. comcomsystems.com/ 
Search/en/welcome 1 .html 
http : //www3.switchboard.com/ 
http; //www.infohiway.com/ 
http: //pathfinder.com/cgi-bin/p-search. 
http: //www.abanet.org/ 
scitech/ec/isc/dsgfree. html 
http: //www.leg.state.fl.us 
/session/1996/senate/Bills/billtext/html/ 
Billtext/sb0942.html 
http: //www.ag.state.il.us/ 
resource/cecc/ceccact.html 
http; //www.mycert.mimos.my 
crime.html 
http: //www.mycert.mimos.my 
digital.html 
http; //www.ec.gov.sg 
Polic.html 
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Crimes Statue 
UCC Article 2B 
UNCITRAL Model law 
Uniform Electronic 
Transactions Act 
United States Code 
http: //www.med.uth,tmc.edu 
/ecs/statelaw. html 
http : //www. law. upenn.edu/ 
Libarary/ulc/ucc2b/2b989. html 
http; //www.an.or.at/uncitral/ 
English/sessions/wg-ec/index.html 
http: //www. law. upenn.edu/library 
/ulc/ulc. htm#ueccta 
http; //www.jmls.edu/cyber/statutes/ 
Udsa.html 
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1. E-COMMERCE 
CONHAIM (WW). E-commerce, Links-up, 15,2 ; 1998, Mar/Apr; 8 - 10 
Presents an overview of electronic commerce development in the 
U.S.A. focussing on those related to consumer purchasing describes out 
electronic commerce has effected the following industries ; travel 
computers, flowers groceries, banking and finance, retailing and gambling 
Discusses the role played in the new market place by established 
information industry companies, and ISPs and site developers. Outlines 
new development in funding and security mechanism for electronic and 
discusses future trends. Includes a list of web sites offering background 
information on electronic commerce, e.g. rhttp://R-cnmm.mtemet.com). 
2. ENDESHAW (A). ' : } roper low for electronic commerce. Information 
& communication technology law. 7,1 1998, March .5 -13. 
This article discusses the comparative merits of known alternatives 
in governing electronic commerce (e-commerce). Deals with the reactive 
or speculative approach that tries to keep track of changes in technology 
by modifying the law piecemeal and attempting to fill gaps as soon as they 
appear. Considers e-commerce issues with particulars reference to the 
making of contracts and the forms and proving and enforcing them. 
3. MEYER (A). Electronic commerce. Business Information Alert. 11,2 , 
1999,Feb;l-3. 
Reviews the issues involved in electronic commerce with 
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particulars reference to the INTERNET and techniques such as EDI 
(Electronic Data Interchange) and EFT (electronic fund transfer. Discusses 
why companies are interested in electronic commerce, the role of 
automation, and its operation in different industries. Concludes with an 
annotated list of information sources on electronic commerce. 
4. PEARSON (I.D). Commerce 2020 ; Proceedings. IE EE colloquim 
(1998,3); 2000; 10/1-10/4. 
E-Commerce is much more than just ordinary commerce with 
electronic cash. It will ultimately have for reaching consequences for our 
whole economic, social and political structures. By reducing the 
restrictions of geography. It will make commerce much more global and as 
a second order effect, will force reform of monetary and taxation systems. 
The power of banks will be greatly reduced as cash can be held and 
managed just and easily by its owners. Similarly shopping will evolve to 
use the best of electronic commerce, physical outlets and mass 
customisation, with a greatly improved distribution infrastructures. As 
many jobs are automated, we will see the rise of the care economy, with 
more focus on the human interaction side of jobs. By by then, even our 
interfaces to machines will look human. 
5 , ACCOUNTING 
KAUL (RK). E-Commerce, a challenge in Accounting profession. Indian 
management. 39, 6 ; 2000, June ; 85 . 
With the advent of information. E-Commerce is rapidly 
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transforming the business models practiced earlier, it is all about covering 
business transactions executed electronically between parties ; companies, 
B2B, B2C of trade licenses etc, government to consumer record of LAN 
revenue, renewal of driving license, passport, property returns, payment of 
dues etc, moreover it embraces all speres of modem business activities 
such as e-banking, e-shopping, e-storing, e-tailing, e-searching for a 
services, e-joumal, e-book and soon. Traditional distribution network is 
now being replaced by cyber space marketing. Orders are collected on the 
net cutting out intermediaries funds. Automatically transferred to bank 
accounts and goods are shipped by a vendor directly to the customer. 
SAMUELSON (Robert.!). High - tech Accounting News Week. 
CXXXV, 14 ; 2000, April; 32. 
The hallmark of any boom is unbridles confidence, which conceals 
and condones practices that in a less giddy climate would seem sloopy, 
unethical or illegal. The interest has been so profitable for so many people 
can instinctively confuse economic success with moral infallibility. This 
can't last forever, if only because human nature is't perfect even the 
human nature of the people behind the internet and computer booms. 
-, , SECURITY, LAW 
NAOR (M) and PINKAS (B). secure accounting and auditing on the web. 
Computer Networks and ISDN svstem. 30, 1/7 ; 1998, Apr; 541 - 50. 
Contribution to a special issue devoted to the proceedings of the 
seventh International world wide web conference held 14 - 18 April, 
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1998, Brisbane, Australia presents schemes that measure the amount of 
service requested from servers by clients. The schemes are secure and 
efficient and provide a short proof for the mattered data immediate 
applications are a secure measurement of visits to a web site and a secure 
usage based accounting mechanism between Networks. 
8 , ADVERTISING 
HAWKINS (Donald T). Electronic advertising on online Information 
systems. Online ; 18,2 ; 1994, March. 
The author indicates that the purpose of advertising information 
about a product and there by induce a purchase, it is an integral part of the 
merchandising, or shopping, process, advertisements can be targeted to a 
particular section of the menu. Prodigy views its online shopping service 
as an aleque to a shopping mall. Total electronic mall sales are about $100 
million annually. Advertising and marketing through the Internet requires 
a different perspective on selling. Electronic advertising will not disappear. 
It is an interesting use of online information systems and we can expect to 
see its use increase, especially as users become accustomed to it. 
9. POVAIAH (Roshan). E-Commerce : To print Going to die. A&M. XIII, 
m ; 1999, May, HS ; 47 - 50. 
The article is about the changing way of business and advertising 
few year ago we were bound to advertised our goods and products in 
newspaper, magazines and in book but with the access of computer 
facility and cyberspace, now we can advertise through internet so there is 
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no need for paper for advertising. 
10 , , MARKETING 
SHIRALI (Ashis). E-Commerce : What is it all about. Advertising and 
marketing. XI, Xn; 1999, Sep, 15 - 30,44 - 47. 
The author assumes that, now every business has more or less 
decided that going online is a must that an option, it time to start thinking 
about creating brand equity. Events of the past few weeks suggest that the 
online versus offline argument is now officially over. The internet has 
been accepted. As regular business go online, the splurging has begun. The 
early E-Com success, most of which have become major Internet brands 
without even thinking about it, are not taking any chances. It is or zip-zap-
zoom gave. The Internet's top 100 E-Com sites spent an average of $8.6 
million to build their brands and drive traffic towards their websites. 
11 , , SELLING, BUY 
CONHAIM (WW) Buying cars online. Link-up. 15, 5 ; 1998, Sep-Oct; 14 
The selling and buying of new and used vehicles is becoming one 
of the major components of the trend towards E-Conraierce in the U.S.A, 
with more then 50 online car buying services in operation presents an 
overview of online auto services, including : used vehicle services ; "one 
stop shop" comprehensive sites that handle new and used cars that take 
users through the auto decision making process, and aggregate resources 
other than listings ; vehicle information from other sources such as 
newspaper web-sites ; and ancillary auto information services. 
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Although online services now account for a very small portion of sales and 
referrals in the consumers gain more access to the net with its added access 
to information, comparison shopping and bidding on their specifications. 
12 , , TRADITIONAL 
POVAIAH (Roshan). E-Commerce : Do Banner Ads work. A&M. XI, V 
;1999,June, l - 1 5 ; 5 9 - 6 2 . 
Banner add was the very first form of advertising on the world 
wide web. Cyberspatial signboards have mushroomed since then. At least 
one research study has a found a strong correlation between website 
success and consistent online advertising. But other are sceptical, while 
the web offers the flexibility required to pursue new kinds of strategies, 
banners remain the dominant form of advertising. In a country such as 
India, where the Internet is painfully slow, banner ads forcing their way on 
to PC screams can be a major turn-off 
13. -, ,WWW 
ANUPAM V' and others. On the security of pay - per click and other 
web advertising schemes. Computer Networks. 31, 11 - 16 ; 1999, May 17 
1091-1100 
Click through counts are used by the Internet advertising industry 
to determine the effectiveness of banner advertising. However this 
technique is vulnerable to click inflation. Where a referrer artificiality 
inflates the click through count for which it should be paid the extent to 
which hit inflation can detected or prevented in click through payment 
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systems was explored by mounting a hit inflation attack on both Netscape 
Navigator and Microsoft Internet Explorer. 
14. JAKOBSSON (M) Secure and light weight advertising on the web. 
Computer Networks. 31, 11 - 16 ; 1999, May; 1101 - 1109 
Paper presented at the 8* International world wide web conference 
11-14 May 1999 Toranto Canada. Considers how to a obtain a safe and 
efficient scheme for WWW advertising ; introducing a market model and 
all its associated economic principles, to cryptography. Demonstrates a 
scheme for web advertising, employing the concept of E-coupons in 
electronic commerce (E-Commerce) and proves that the proposed scheme 
is safe and meets stringent security requirements. 
15 , BANKING 
AIKERMAN (J), American Express launches Membership B(g),n-king. Link-
up; 1999, Sep-Oct; 1-8 
Author Discussion that American express has launched 
membership Bfg)n-idnp (http : //www.american express.com^anking), a 
direct banking service that provides customers with high value products, 
quality customer service and the convenience of banking via the Internet, 
telephone, ATM or mail, selected features includes : competitive interest 
rates ; free unlimited electronic bill payments on all accounts , ATM 
surcharge rebates ; free unlimited cheque vmting ; low interest rate credits 
lines ; and free unlimited customer service. 
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16. BHATIA (Vivek). Managing in the market space. Business today. 7, 13 ; 
1998, July, 7-21 ; 108. 
The author describes that Banks offers retail banking services to 
customer at their homes using an internet application whose key feature is 
personalisation. Each customer can access her account for all standard 
operations from the website, including the transfer of fiinds to any other 
financial institution. On hitting the site, each customer gets a view of the 
website that, is effect, has been designed by her based on the services she 
uses most often. In contrast to this, the union bank of Switzerland has buih 
a content publishing services to provide information tailored to each area 
of its banking activities such as retail banking or private client banking to 
anyone who visits that site. 
17. JONES (Robert). Can you depend on E-Banking. HT CITY. XXIV, XH ; 
2000, Aug, 10 ; 7 
Even as about transferring money from e-bank account. Chances 
are someone in cyberspace is sneaking a spying glance. Is e-commerce 
really safe, hammering home this massage of customer insecurity was a 
survey carried out recently by personal finance website interactive investor 
international, which found that as much as 58 percent of internet users are 
not confident about the security of online banking services. Looking at the 
wider issue of online customer service carried out recent for first direct by 
the future foundation thing - tank, makes for even bleaker reading. It 
asked people about their experiences of using online retailers. 
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and found that almost six out of 10 web users claim to have suffered poor 
service with gripes ranging form difficulties logging on to sites to their e-
mail inquires going unanswered. 
18. MEHTA (Varsha). Information technology and productivity in Banks. 
Prabandh.; 2000, Jan; 1 - 15. 
In the context of changed technological and socio-economic factors 
the emergence of new financial services has been provided with support of 
information technology (IT) for example, easy transfer of fijnds and 
messages across and beyond the national boundaries, financial institutions, 
including bank all over the world are therefore crucially dependent upon 
products of IT. Though the process of change has been slow on Indian 
fi-om the India banking scene is no exceptions to this phenomenon of 
transformation in products and services through IT. Today banking is 
being redefined as "Training on information related to money and 
markets." Thus, global village has become a market place for promoting 
financial products and services requiring market research, market 
information and market approach in different pre-defined market 
segments. Timely information and marketing skills have been feh 
extremely important by service institutions such as bank. 
19. MITTAL (RK). Net banking is the way to go. Indian management. 39, 6 ; 
2000, June; 23 - 24. 
Internet banking has destroyed all geographical advantages 
enjoyed by the brick and morter model and is becoming a strategic 
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necessity for banks to increase customer convenience, reduce channel 
costs and enable greater speed of response. The concept of net banking (on 
- line banking) through websites started in Europe and US is the beginning 
of 1980. By them, this concept of home banking was restricted to small 
segments of wealthy and technology savvy customers. But today following 
the convergence of PC and television, nearly 40 percent of the banking 
transaction are expected to be done on the net involving around six 
millions customers. 
20. SRIKANTHAN (T) and others. Internet application for on-line 
banking. Computer Communications. 20, 16 ; 1998, Jan; 1534 - 40. 
Contribution to a special issue devoted to a state of the art review 
of the Internet. Describes the design and development details of an online 
banking (OLB) application for a bank in Singapore. The implementation 
of OLB requu-es the creation of website, web page and links to other 
related information. It allows users to submit a loan application for 
computing instolments for repayment and other related information. 2 of 
the popular languages of the Internet have been used for the 
implementation. 
21 , , CYBER 
KIM (J) and MOON (J.Y). Designing towards emotional usability in 
customers interfaces, structures worthiness of cyber - banking system 
interfaces. Interacting with computers. 10, 1 ; 1998, Mar; 1 - 29. 
Investigates the possibility of designing a user interface 
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for electronic commerce systems that will evoke target feelings in the 
customer focussen on the impact of visual design factors on the feeling of 
trust worthiness because of its significant effect upon the behaviour of 
customers using electronic commerce systems. 
22 , , ONLINE 
.KAVll A KAUR Online Banking ; Cheques Balances. Computers todav. 
15, 185 ; 1999, August, 16 - 31 ; 42 -45. 
Online banking as a phenomenon helps you to transact and take 
vital investment decisions with ease and precision. But people are still 
wary about the security issues-click open to India, Internet banking is fast 
gaining ground in the sub-continent with quite a few banks aheady 
offering Net banking facilities. Many others are gearing up to do the same 
soon. Citi bank, the industrial credit and investment corporation of India 
(ICICI) Bank and industrial Bank are the Net banking premiers offering a 
range of service online. The ICICI bank launched its online banking 
service in Oct '97. Its infinity Internet banking service provides remote 
banking facilities information. It offers account details and statement, 
financial modelling tools which allows simulation of various deposit 
options to arrive at an optimum combination and fimds transfers between 
different accounts. Customers take print outs of their statements and even 
download their account into financial management software such as 
quicken. 
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23. VARGHESE (Roy). RBI ropes in sun for formulating e-commerce codes. 
Business India. 556 ; 1999, June/July ; 24. 
The reserve bank of India along with other governmental agencies 
drawn from ministry of commerce is finalising guidelines to establish 
certificate authority and public key authority. Both sides are necessary 
preconditions for enabling business to consumer electronic commerce. The 
RBI and the other agencies are believed to be working closely with 
Internet server major sun Microsystems to establish a national standard. 
An Internet vendor has to ensure privacy, integrity and authenticity of 
every transactions, even in the absence of any cyber laws. A digital 
certificate helps in creating or digital indentity of individuals which not 
only authenticates the digital signature but also helps in generating a credit 
profile with each transactions. 
24. , , PAYMENTS 
SKIPPER (J). Electronic banking and payment : Proceedings, lEE 
Colloquime (1999, 3); 2000 ; 3/1 - 3/6. 
Internet is just one of the new channels available, interactive TV, 
mobile phones and smart card will be just as important. Established banks 
face major integration challenges, which could be eased by appropriate 
technology selection and the use of managed access services. The 
emergence of electronic commerce will demand new payment mechanism, 
distinct roles exist for electronic purses, micro payments, electronic 
credit instructions and high information payments. The successful 
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banks will be those which grasp these new opportunities, using technology 
to deliver real service excellence, and designing solutions not around their 
products, nor around their channels, but around their customers. 
25. , BROKERS, IWWW.C, AUSTRALIA 
CAUGHEY (S) and others. Meta broker : A generic broker for electronic 
commerce. Computer Network and ISDN systems. 30, 3/7 ; 1998, Apr ; 
619-20. 
Discusses contribution to a special issue devoted to the proceedings 
of the seventh International world wide web conferences, held 1 4 - 1 8 
April 1998, Brisbane, Australia presents the design of the Meta broker 
system, a generic frame work for the construction of specialist electronic 
brokers. The design is based upon the integration of distributed object, 
meta data and object data base technologies. 
26. , BUSINESS 
BALASUBRAMANIAN (T.A). E-commerce : Is it working. Computers 
today. 14, 160 ; 1998, June; 48 - 50. 
Indian business have had a chance to join the e-commerce chart, 
there is lack of "second generation " e-commerce, worid wide. With 
emerging payment standards, such as the secure. Electronic transactions 
protocol, first generation e-commerce practices are reportedly reaching the 
end of usefulness rapidly. E-commerce is profoundly influencing the 
structure of business supply chains. E-commerce is a round the clock 
advantage for the customer. A differentiation today, it will eventually 
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become standard what is more, e-commerce allows fast and flexible 
execution and response to market opportunities. The web enables a 
company to introduce a new product, get immediate customer reaction, 
refine and perfect it, all without incurring huge investments in a physical 
distribution infi-astructure. It can then be launched via traditional channels 
with much greater assurance of success. 
27. COLEMAN (Pat) and DYSON (Peter). Creating your Internet Business 
plan. Information technology. 6, 8 ; 1997, June; 75. 
In the experience adopting a new technology within a corporate 
environment usually grows out of a need within a company. But like every 
thing else involved with running a business, we need to determine if the 
benefits outweigh the cost goal is to look at how instruments can provide 
real business benefits at then suggest some guide lines for building an 
Intranet business plan. 
28. GIBSON (P). Financial Business data hit the web. Information today. 14, 9 
; 1997, Oct; 44. 
The author discusses about a guide to business and financial 
information sources available on the world wide web. Features capsule 
reviews for 5 sites : Reuters Business briefing on the web, which provides 
a web interface to the company's business briefing service ; FT Discovery 
for the web, a source for international business news and data with focus 
on the corporate business news and data with focus on the corporate and 
user ; Bloomberg personal, a web version of the print magazine 
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which provides continuously updated world wide financial information 
updated world wide financial information ; Internet securities, a startup 
financial information provider which provides information on emerging 
markets ; and E-trade, an online stock brokerage offering real time stock 
and option trading as well as timely news and market information included 
one products source guide. 
29. JAE^ (JK). E-Business in the next millennium : Reports and predictions. 
11 ,7 ; 1999, Aug; 43. 
Author throws light on price water house coopers (PWC) has 
released a comprehensive analysis of today" electronic business 
environment and trends shaping the way companies will do business in the 
next millennium called E-Business Technology forecast the paper offers in 
depth reports and predictions in e-business plateforms and applications , 
integration with enterprise systems payment technologies and e-business 
infi-astructure. The early adoption of e-business technologies has become 
key strategic advantage, and the values of the technologies are related 
directly to how well they can foster closer B2B and B2C relationships. 
Indeed the web's potential to engage a global, real time market with an 
expanded portfolio of customer Unked business processes and technologies 
lies at the heart of e-business compelling vision. 
30. OJALA (M) online, past, present fiiture ; repitation, reinvention, or 
reincarnation, online. 21, 1 ; 1997, Jan-Feb; 8-9 . 
The author says that information bank offers services for 
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online business searching. It offers different products to differing markets 
through differing services. Although the range of information sources has 
expanded, much of the content is repeated, it offers advice to online hosts 
and databases producers for dealing with the future trends. 
31. SCHWART2 (John) and JOSEPH (Nadine). E-Commerce : 2B or not 2B. 
News Week. CXXXV, 22 ; 2000 May, 52 - 55. 
Business to business e-commerce is the nuts and bolts of American 
Industry in for cases it actually is nuts and bolts. Making the promise of 
B2B pay - like everything else is the e-commerce world will be trickly 
make markets more efficiently and companies on other side of the 
transaction will prosper. Many customers might still be wondering what 
B2B means, but one group has caught on : the venture capitalist who find 
new companies. 
32. TAYAL (Alok). E-Business : The silk route. Voice & Data. 5, 9 ; 1999, 
March; 109. 
Trade and conmierce between individuals is as old as the existance 
Of those individuals. There have been innumerable channels that have 
facilitated this exchange. The latest of join the row is Internet Business on 
the Internet is soon to become synonymous to the silk route. This silk route 
is steadily turning into the business medium for the world changing 
forever the way business is conducted. The debatable topic then is not 
whether e-business will effect business contrary to belief, e-business 
means much more than electronically buying and selling 
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products online buying and selling is only a tiny part of this phenomenon. 
E-commerce is about establishing a global, informative, and direct channel 
for one is products or services aimed at just about any one and every one 
who Avill buy your new angle of selling. E-business processes using 
Internet technologies be it hard or soft transactions. The e-commerce 
market may be on infant is term of years of exi stance, but the time to 
mature to it and develop a rational e-commerce strategy is now. 
33 ^ ^ B2B 
SHETTY (Sanjay). B2.B E-com solutions using commerce server and 
Biztalk. Express Computer. 11,9; 2000, May, 8 ; 24. 
Explains that B2 B e-commerce consists of the entire cycle, from 
awareness to product research, comparison, selection, supplier sourcing, 
transaction, fiilfiUment, and post sales support. The end consumer is 
essentially never involved. All transactions are between businesses. In a 
typical B2B solution one come across many kinds of scenarios : Trading 
partner integration : Web-based or traditional EDI, supply chain 
integration, order management invoicing, and shipping co-operation. 
34 , , ELECTRONIC 
COULT (Graham). E-Business and E-Commerce. Managing information. 
7,1; 2000, Jan/Feb. 56. 
The author given differentiation between. E-business and E-
commerce. Also describe what is e-business and what is e-commerce 
also explains the relation between IT and E-contact and tells how 
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to establish a e-business. At last tells that sooner or later everyone will 
have to deal with it. 
35. HDRROCKS (Nigel). E-business is booming. New Zealand Computers. 
16,11; 1998, August. 28-30. 
Explains that E-commerce has been touted as the business 
opportunity of today is life and research the types and also examines the 
reality about the correctness of E-commerce. Provides lips for small 
business considering going online. 
36 , , , DATA INTER CHANGE 
KNOPPERS (J.V.Th). Electronic data interchange (EDI) ("e-commerce" 
& "E-business") and records management. Records management Bulletin. 
87; 1998; 18-28. 
Provides information management principles for an unifying 
framework for records management, EDI, E-commerce and electronic 
business introduces EDI, electronic commerce and e-business. Highlights 
challenges facing organisations in conducting business in electronic form 
37 , , INTERNET 
BRYANT (Adam). E-Business ; I'M in the garage News Week. CXXXV, 
22 ; 2000 May; 56 - 57. 
The author searches the ways doing E-business using computers 
and internet, there's never been a better or easier time to start an online 
business and here's the bad news : it's getting harder by the day to 
start a successful one confused. In many ways, the Internet comes close 
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to living upto the hype (cue the organ music) of how it is changed 
everything. It has drastically reduced what is required to get into business 
for oneself - no more retail space to rent and with a minimal investment, 
just about any body can set up a web site and grab a few eyeballs and 
sales. If someone have expertise in something heck, anything the Internet 
shrinks time and space, enabling to hook up with potential customers all 
over the globe. 
38. GOLDS BOROUGH (R ). How the Internet impacts business. Linkup 16, 
3;1999,May/June;9-15. 
Considers possible ways is which the availability of business 
information on the internet is likely to affect the future business 
community. Internet is causing products and services to become 
commoditized with users having the potential to buy anything from anyone 
at any time from anywhere. 
39. HUTCHINSON (Malcom). E-commerce reaches flash point. Bits and 
Bytes. 16, 3 ; 1997, Nov; 22.26. 
Explains that the Internet is big business tool and the indications 
are that it is growing fast E-commerce is rapidly growing market place. 
Lower transaction over heads ease of use and convenience for customers. 
Improved security improved information access and delivery. 
40. LEONG (SK). Internet sites leave business exposed to security branches. 
Information management report. 8; 1998;4-5. 
Looks at the findings of the 1998 information security survey 
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conducted by KPMG information. Risk management. These revealed that 
electronic commerce is the single most important business issues affecting 
the security of information, but is also the area found that 1 in 5 
organisations are not registered under the UK Data protection act despite 
being involved in the processing of personal information on computers. 
41. MARY (P). small business eager to engage in e-commerce but find 
business to entry. Information Management Report. 8 ; 1998, July ; 7. 
Reports on a survey of the attitudes of 500 small and medium sized 
enterprises (SMEs) to selling on the internet. A majority of SME's believe 
the web will become a major component in increasing revenue, but a 
perception that high costs are involved prohibits many from engaging in 
electronic commerce at presents. 
42. RETTIG (Hillary). Five key steps to a successfiil Internet business. Link -
up (U.S.A), 16, 5 ; 1999, Sep -Oct; 1,8. 
In view of the crowded nature of the Internet the author 
offers five key steps crucial for success in an Internet business : do not 
skimp on design; do not skimp on Internet Service Provider (ISP) ; pattern 
for content to ensure constantly changing offerings ; encourage creative 
input fi"om stafE^  and compensate staff creatively. 
43. ROHITSARAfland RAVAL (Sheela) Internet ; Business. Doubt Com. 
India todav. XXV, 30 ; 2000, July, 31-38. 
Authors examines the prospects of the Internet business in 
India Internet companies are going through a churning, deflating 
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some lofty nations about the dot com business but the Net wonders aren't 
dead. The hype surrounding the Internet business has given way to a more 
realistic assessment of its potential. With venture capitalist tightening their 
purse strings, 90 percent of the dot com starts ups could become close 
down shortly. As the industry braces for a phase of mergers, acquistions 
and shutdowns. 
44 , , , CONSUMER 
GIBSON (P). Sharp rise of E-commerce : business and consumers 
seize internet business opportunities. Information Today 16, 17 ; 1999, 
July - Aug ; 28. 
Describes the case of use of and financial saving offered by 
internet, e-commerce services, using the examples of flights with easy jet 
and American Airlines, buying books through Amazon music CDs from 
CDNOW and is the UK banking with the prudential online savings 
service. 
45 , , MODELS 
DOGAC (A). Electronic Commerce, Journal of data base management. 9, 
4 ;1998;p31-5 . 
Discusses the current state of the art as well as research issues 
related to enabling information technologies for electronic commerce. 
Describes business models for electronic commerce and discusses issues 
of interperability, intelligent agents security and use of workflow 
technology. 
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46. , , ON NET 
MEEHAN (Patrick). Emerging business @ Net. Business Today. 8, 18 ; 
1999, Sep, 22; 106-111. 
The author discusses that the spinning the web around companies 
shows that sure E-commerce is may still be in its infancy but instead of 
limiting their websites to paddling broucherware, companies must use the 
Net for marketing purposes, leveraging their E-presence for product 
support, customer services retail sales and as a delivery channel for 
electronic goods. By 2003, it will become the predominant mechanism for 
conducting business be it B2B or B2C more than 35 percent of the 
transactions on web trading sites still take place via the fax and the phone. 
The term network connected will take on new meanings, with ubiquitous 
Net-connecting in the developed nations allowing a wave of 
telecommuting, leading to virtual organisations. 
47 , , ONLINE 
CHOWDHARY (Sudhir). Moving Business. Computers today. 15, 178 ; 
May, 1-5,68-9. 
The author expresses that wireless LANs are releasing business 
users from their desks, setting them free to roam the floors, offices and 
conference rooms with their notebook while being connected to the 
network. Wireless local area network (LAN) components, which let users 
retain a wireless coimection to the network while roaming around a 
building or campus with a portable computing device, have begun 
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seeing steady in solds because of improving performances, decreasing 
prices and emerging standards. 
48. , , UK 
HEWITT MP (Patricia). E-commerce and small business. Managing 
Information. 7, 5 ; 2000, May ; 62 - 64. 
Discuss about the application of E-commerce into small business 
and success of it in UK and describes that UK set a goal of making the best 
place is the world for e-commerce, long time in cyberspace technologies 
are developing fast and the UK is becoming a leading player in today is 
global information. 
49. , , WWW 
AWE (SC). Get caught in the Web of e-business. Library Journal. 123, 14 
; 1998, Sep, 1; 149 - 52 
Present advice on developing a library collection is the rapidly 
growing area of commerce on the web, or E-commerce. Provides an 
annotated list of books along with some video, CD-ROMS and web sites 
in this area, arranged in broad subject categories lists also various sites 
where information about products are given. 
50. PAN (YJ) and WILSON (JD). Business use of the world wide web : a 
report on further investigations Journal of Information Management. 18, 
15; 1998, Oct;291-314. 
Reports on a series of studies its business use of the worid 
wide web and more generally the internet carried out in 1995, 1996, 
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1997. The use of the world wide web as a business tool has increased 
rapidly for the past 3 years. Discussions the benefits of the world wide web 
business and customers, together with the barriers that held back future 
development of E-commerce. 
51 ^ CELLULAR TECHNOLOGY 
BELL (Steven. J), online without the line: Cellular technology for 
searching on the go. Online. 15,5; 1991, Sep; 15-25. 
The author says that a wave of new products designed for cellular 
data communications (C D C) makes an end to the searcher's dependence 
on a phoneline possible. This article defines C D C and discusses existing 
applications. It provides background information on the cellular Phone 
service industry and market. It explains now the cellular network operates. 
It discusses the barriers to using cellular the equipment options for CDC; 
it identifies potential applications for C D C by online searcher and at last 
the authorities to consider in this article the C D C'S practically for on-line 
searching. 
52 , COMPANIES 
BRESLAU (Karen) and DOWNEY (Sarah). DOT-COMS over a Barrel 
Newsweek. V, 14; 2000 Apr: 28-30. 
The author discusses that a number of Internet firms have learned a 
punishing lesson: a falling stock price makes it hard to raise cash and keep 
employees the first name in the line is look express. Last month look 
express become a pioneer is a way , as the first e-commerce company 
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to declare bankruptcy in San Jose Calif, The bankruptcy filing lists more 
than $ 2 million is debts, including claims by food suppliers business 
partners and fittingly - considering the hype and press the Net boom has 
generated -a Whooping $ 78,000 bills formats public-relations company. 
53. QUINT (B). Thomson More Gale Group's INSITE 2 to intelligence data. 
Information today . 16, 7; 1999, July - Aug; 1 - 31. 
The author quotes the company representative comments on the 
significance of the decision by Thomson corporation's Gale group to 
transfer the marketing of the web based, fiiU text press service, INSITE2, 
to intelligence data, a thomson financial company. Gale group will 
concentrates its own corporate sales and marketing efforts on promoting 
computer select to the IT professional market. Both companies have 
committed themselves to vertical marketing strategies with product design 
and marketing focused on serving specific user needs. 
54 , COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY 
LE CLAIR ( C ). \ future of COLD : breaking through the firewall into 
the electronic marketplace. Information management and technology. 31, 2 
; 1998, Mar; 86-7. 
The future of COLD ( Computer Output to Laser Disc ) 
technology may be to act as the real - time financial transaction archive 
for the electronic commerce. COLD will provide the legal archive for 
exception and dispute handling in e-commerce. COLD can provide this 
service because of its fast ingestion rate, optical storage and high 
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volume indexing. 
55 , CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR 
QUIT (B). E-Commerce and traditional online : Catering to e-customer's 
need to know is just one of many ways to go. Information today. 16,2; 
1999, Feb; 10-11. 
Examines trends in electronic commerce. Online sales established a 
firm presence last year with total sales estimated at 13 billion dollars a 
nearly 12-fold increase over the previous year. While books, music and 
software are perfect fits for online commerce. Some of the more recent 
success stories can be found among new car manufacturers. Industry 
analysts estimates business-to-business sales figures are somewhere 
between five and ten times the amount spent in retail sales. Suggests that 
since online shoppers in both categories typically go to an electronic 
commerce site with a specific product ah-eady in mind, there is opportunity 
for the information industry to package and market reviews, 
recommendations, new product announcements and customer experience 
information that could be usefiil to online shoppers and merchants alike . 
56 , , ONLINE 
POVAIAH (Roshan). E-Commerce : Portals Versus Retailers. A&M XI, 
Vin; July 16-31; 70-75. 
Author says that info-rich portals have an edge plain retailers on 
the web, they're better focus on their job. Portals fancy themselves not 
as online versions of shops but as grand, gateways: to some sort of 
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fantasy land, its splendor revealed click by click. In a word with thousands 
of web Sites sprouting up every day, portals have it easier establishing 
themselves as brands. Specialized e-shops with advantages over rivals 
could build independent brand identities, and break free of their portal 
dependence. 
57 , , , SERVICE 
LEVISON (A). Consumer online services : making the transition from 
computer hobby to serious business. Online. 19,4; 1995, July-Aug; 14-21. 
In this article the author traces the development of the 3 main USA 
consumer online services : these services are CompuServe, prodigy and 
American online. In this article the author highlights price wars, the more 
to offering products. From 3"* party vendors, and improvements to the user 
interfaces,. The services began with distinct strategies and target audiences 
but have increasingly converged. Today they are facing fierce new 
competition with other services. 
58 , COST 
HERZBERS (A) and YOCHAI (H). Mini pay: charging per click on the 
web. 29, 3; 1997, Sep; 939-51. 
Contribution to a special issue of papers from the sixth 
International World Wide Web conference. Held 7-11 Apr, 1997. 
Santraclara. California, U.S.A payment mechanism for small amounts. 
Presents Minipay, a simple system for supporting micro-payments. 
Mini pay features down cast, negligible delay natural user interface 
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scalable design, support for multiple currencies and high security-
including-non- repudation, overspending prevention and protection against 
denial of service. It is being piloted with several potential providers. 
59 , CRIME, BILL 
JACKSON (P). Missing electronic Commerce Bill. Information 
management Report. 1999, May; p 11-12. 
The UK goverrmient is going back to Consultations on its 
Electronic Commerce Bill. Identifies some of the issues which must be 
addressed if claims of a commitment to making the UK the "best 
environment in which to trade economically" and creating "confidence in 
doing business electronically" are to become a reality. 
60 , , FRAUDS 
LEVY (Steven) and STONE( brad ). Hunting the Hackers Newsweek. 
CXXXV, 8; 2000, Feb; 36-41. 
In this article author throws an overview about the cyber crime 
which will breaks the communication of computer networks. In a flash, 
some of the giant of e-commerce were shut down by a torrent of bits sent 
by hostile invaders. The attacks were a wake up call to the Net and kicked 
of a world wide dragnet is the search of cyberperps. 
61 , , CYBER, LAW 
GOEL (PK). Cyber Crime and law. Challenges 2000: 3, 5; 2000, Feb ;22. 
The author explains about the major developments in 20* 
Century and finds that in our present day life, we are increasingly 
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depending or computers, telecommunications, business operations, 
banking & finance . Transportation all will soon be linked with cyber 
networks while the problem of fraud and crimes are also have been appear, 
it disclose the crime which can be possible, and the solution has discussed. 
62 , CYBER SPACE 
WAGNER ( R. J.). Commerce in cyber space: is it safe. Library Hi Tech 
News. 15,2; 1998, May; 7-10. 
Report on a workshop entitled "safe Electronic commerce". Held 
over 2 days is March 1998 and sponsored by the ANSI Information 
infrastructure Standards panet (IISP). Hence the focus was on the 
standards needed to promote secure commerce on the Internet, and role of 
governments in this area. 
63. , DESIGNING 
SINGH (S). Gender, design and electronic commerce. Assignation. 16, 4, 
1999, July; 6-8. 
Explain that it is important to understand the relationship between 
gender, design and Internet use in the home because of its important social 
and economic implication for electronic commerce. Reports results of an 
interview study conducted by the center for International Research on 
communication and information technologies at the Royal Melbourne 
Institute of technology University in Melbourne, Australia to discover the 
reasons and implications of a gender gap for the take-up of consumers 
driven electronic commerce. 
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64 , DEVELOPMENTS 
PRITCHARD (J.A.T). New developments in Electronic commerce. 
Infonnation management Report June. 1999;. 14-17. 
Defines electronic commerce, setting out its various components, 
and the basic requirements, needed for companies to engage in it. Explains 
the security aspects, including public Key Encryption, and certification 
Authorities which operate within public Key infi-astructure, and digital 
signatures. The UK government is seeking to create a favourable climate 
for the spread of electronic trading with its Dec 1998 competitiveness. 
White paper and other measures, and is consulting on the formulation of 
an Electronic Conmierce Bill. 
65 , , OPERATIONS 
ALMOBARAK And SINDHASHA (A.M.Mohammad). E-Commerce 
golden opportunity is the new millennium. The Economic Challenger . 2. 
8; 2000, July-Sep; 27-29. 
As man kind moves through the new millennium. One can witness 
tremors of a revolution that will transform the lives of future generations. 
It is a Phenomenon called e-commerce or Electronic Commerce. It will 
soon change the ways one can shop, on we can work and uhimately one 
can live. E-commerce today provides the infi-astructure to communication 
and share information between the buyers and cellars. Info-tech is at the 
heart of marketing today. Information is extensively used to 
discover new markets and newer ways of marketing. Thus, E-commerce 
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is not just about on-line shopping It's also about using technology to 
streamline the organizational structures. Cut costs and increase efficiency. 
It's about accelerating productively and enhancing relationships with the 
customers, suppliers and partners. 
66 , DISTRIBUTION 
AHUJAA (Gautam). Wanted: E-distribution. PC Quest. 2000, May. 34-37. 
Discusses that B2C e-com ventures need an efficient and cost 
effective distribution ventures network to survive. New e-commerce are 
being announced everyday. It is estimated that the survival rate of such 
ventures will be less than 10 percent. Nine out of every 10 e-commerce 
ventures will fold up. That is because most promoters have simply no idea 
of the complexities involved is the ventures they are setting up. So the real 
stars of the B2C universe will be those who've mastered the aren't of 
distribution. Companies like HLL or Colgate could lead the pack is E-
commerce. 
67 , DRAWBACKS 
SHEERNANI ( Prakash ). K ext step in E-commerce. Digital Age . 1, 
23; 2000, June, 10; 4. 
The author explains need to decide what position will be 
favourable and place resources. In future we can not really know the future 
however we can certainly make a calculated estimate. This resuhs from an 
analysis of the past and forming a trend so let us then look back and see 
where the future is try to see if e-commerce is the ultimate. On the 
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features front the various devices already come with a SMS service that 
allows exchange of data across. With dial up facility it will mean M-
commerce coming to the force front. Why the new tern when commerce 
will be electronic even under this scene someone might ask. Well, E-
commerce will soon become commerce as there would be no other way of 
conducting commerce. The electronic part will loose significance and 
mobility, which is fast catching-will be prime. 
68 , ECONOMY 
BAKER (P). E-commerce investment to be " bolstered not blighted " by 
economic slow down. Information management Report. 1999, Feb; 10-11. 
This is the report by KPMG Management consultant at an 
Alternative Business Solutions (ABS) Seminar in which the argued that 
the slow down is the economy will encourage rather than discourage, 
businesses to invest is electronic commerce. This view is supported by 
finding from showed increasing members of companies already 
enthusiastically embracing electronic commerce. 
69. , , US 
CHUCK (LB). digital economy keeps emerging. Searcher 6, 7; 1998, 
July- Aug; 16-18. 
Discusses the US Department of commerce's report "The emerging 
Digital economy " which examines the effect of the growth of the Internet 
and especial e-commerce on the US National economy. The report tracks 
the growing importance of IT, and its associated profession, the US 
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economy and suggests that much of the Internet's. 
70. , ELECTRONIC CASH 
CHOPRA (Rahul). < E-commerce : The end of National Markets II . 
Information Technology. 7, 5; 1998, March; 69. 
E-cash and the increasing importance of digital markets pose 
problems for a central government control over economy , and affect the 
behavior of economic factors. These also render borders around national 
markets and nation state increasingly permeable, or perhaps, increasingly 
irrelevant. E-Cash and E-commerce snap that link. What remains is 
systems of economic and political governance that are rooted is 
geography, and are trying nonetheless to deal with e-cash and E-markets 
that exist is the cyberspace. 
71. KOBRIN (Stephen .J.). E-commerce ; The end of national market I 
Information Technology 7. 4; 1998, Feb; 65-67. 
The author suggests that one needs to start thinking about E-cash 
as-yet unexplored consequences for economic and political governance-
imagine a world where true E-cash is an everyday reality. HyperCards are 
already there, Mondex a smart card or electronic purse can 'loaded' with 
electronic money from an author teller machine (ATM). Money is spent 
either by swiping the card through a retailer is terminal, or by using a card 
reader and a personal computer with an Internet connection. An electronic 
wallet allows an anonymous card to card transfer. Many different 
forms of electronic money are under development, but it is useful to 
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look at three general categories-electronic debit and credit systems; 
Various form forms of smart cards; and true digital money that has many 
properties of the cash. 
72. , , CHEQUE 
MARVELS (Anni). I an E-Cheque. Computers today. 15, 187; 1999, 
Dec; 16-30; 93. 
In this article the author expresses that due to recent technology 
advances, the electronic cheque is now becoming a reality, and will soon 
make up the procedure of writing out paper cheques a memory of the past. 
The E-cheque is created on computer and processed via the Internet, and is 
essentially or electronic version of the paper cheque . The work flow of E-
cheque is the same as the paper cheque system, except that signature 
verification is digital and automatic, instead of manual. Before the payers 
can issue an E-cheque, he will have to have his digital signature lodged 
with the bank just like in the physical world. To issue a cheque, the payers 
uses a special electronic cheque book issued by his bank. The E-cheque 
software displays an electronic cheque on the screen with all the same field 
as a secret pin, plus all the other requked information including payee, 
date & amount via a graphical user inter face . He then signs the cheque 
with his digital signature. 
73 , , MONEY 
KHANNA (op) Net shopping hots up with E-money. The competition 
master. 42,2; 2000, September ; 213p. 
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Introduction of It in the field of commerce brought out many new reform 
E-money or cyber-money, worth 200 to the dollar, and is circulated 
exclusively on the Internet. It is one of a number of new currencies 
competing to become the money of choice is cyberspace. The new money 
raises troubling questions about how central bankers can influence global 
economics and control money supply in a wired world but it is fast 
catching up consumer earn Beenz by visiting certain websites that give 
them away as a means of rewarding customer loyalty. Beenz can then be 
spent at a number of web sites to buy things while it is unlikely that Beenz 
will topple dollar as king of all currencies, digital cash offers an alternative 
to consumer worried about privacy and security when purchasing good 
online with a credit card. Other digital cash players include Flooz, a gift 
certificate bought with credit cards or money orders, cybermoola, which 
operates much like prepaid phone cards, and cyber gold whose members 
can virtual money by visiting sponsor is websites. 
74 , ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
GIBNEY TR (Frank). Industry-Molding the future: the revolution is a box. 
Time. 156, 4,2000, July. 30-33. 
The author points out that those days are near when one , would 
feel no need to go at manufacturing meets the Internet in a new technology 
that could make factories absolute because these manufacturing companies 
has started the VEL technology/ means that thousands of molded 
products can be manufactured faster cleaner cheaper and by remote 
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control over the Internet. 
75. JAYAKAR (Rashni). Angels @ antfactory.com. Business today. 9,6; 
2000,Sep; 56-57. 
The author tells about the activities of a group of people named , 
Ants group that they team up with corporates and entrepreneurs to help 
them gone' fast. They offering developing on-line extensions for the 
offline business of major around industries in partnership with corporates 
who bring customers and supplier to the business. Building E-commerce, 
wireless and enabling technology and companies is partner ship with 
entrepreneurs and experienced managers, partnering with established e-
business and technology companies is extending the global reach of their 
business. 
76. MILLER (Karen lowry). Hitting the wall at Boo. News week. CXXXVI, 
3,2000, July. 38. 
The author give detail about the failure of Boo.com the C.E.O of 
boo.com emst Malmstten began the most ambitious e-commerce startup 
any one has attempted. In the two years spanning boo.com came to 
embody the wild and crazy dot-com experience even more completely than 
Miss Boo, the company is online avtar was meant to embody style. When 
websites selling to consumers were smart, boo.com's attractive founders 
and Intemet-meets-fashion pitch made the company irresistible to media 
and investors alike. And when online retailers began to wobble , 
eventually leading the industry into this spring's brutal shakeout. 
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nobody fell harder than boo. 
77. PRAVIN PRA^HANT E-commerce: Indian Netropreuneurs to leap frog & 
leverage. Voice & Data. 5,10; 1999, April; 80. 
The author discusses that with the advent of e-commerce and the 
new net-sawy retailers, expansive inventory and ware houses have been 
relegated to a thing of the past. All one needs is a web site to present the 
face that greets customers, provides them with necessary information, and 
takes their orders E-commerce is proving to be an assert increasing 
revenues by reaching customer minimizing costs by re-engineering the 
supply chain, E-commerce figures high in the list of immediate action of 
many CEUS B2B applications. Extending these to selling on internet to the 
end customer-B2C in a virtous cycle of sellers and buyers meeting each 
other on Internet. 
78. UNDERHILL (William). Entrepreneur : digital dreams, Newsweek. 
CXXXV, 25; 2000.June; 44-45. 
The author describes that the charm of Internet is attracting the 
entrepreneurs to move into cyberspace and the latest one is virgin an 
(many) product company which start from wines to cola and finance, and 
they have the goods from wedding dress to honeymoon planning and 
cosmetics the founder of virgin are going to start virgin.com the 220-odd 
business trading under the virgin name. 
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79 , ENTERPRISE 
SINHA (Arunava). E-India inc.is e-biz models Business today. 8,19; 
1999,Oct, 7; 58-71p. 
Author assumes that finally , E India inc. is storming the Netscape with 
Homegrown Business model. But will all our E-nterpreneurs make money. 
They're e merging . Search engines for success in the hottest territory of 
fi-ee enterprise, the Netspace, India is enterpreneures, are finally, storming 
the digital fi^ontier with new business ventures, emulating the global 
homesteaders who had staked their claim a year ago. Suddenly pioneers 
like Reddif On the Netbrick-and-motar companies with token beach heads 
on the Net don't count are being out numbered, if not yet out flanked a 
hundreds of start-ups trying to capture a piece of the action in cyberspace. 
80. VARADHAN (Sudha). E-commerce for your enterprise Lan Magazine. 
1,7; 1999, July; 72-73. 
Deploying E-commerce is becoming a priority for enterprises 
world wide. E-commerce is the buying and selling of good and services 
over networks the world wide web and Internet. Rapid growth of WWW 
as a deployment plat form has introduction a paradigm shift in business 
application development. This evolution demand ever faster delivery of 
new features and functionality to gain competitive advantages. The 
Internet is the most significant technological break through of the century 
which has fundamentally changed the way we work. The world is 
moving fi-om surfing to working , fi-om browsing to . E-commerce is 
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growing rapidly, and e-commerce products are pouring into the market. 
81 , , NETWORK 
PAKSTAS (A). Towards electronic commerce via science parks multi-
Extranets. Computer communication. 22,14; 1999, Sep, 15; p. 1351-63. 
Article included in a special issue devoted to the theme : Enterprise 
networks. Examines. Extranet uses. Definition and examples of extranets 
are given and are compared with better known intergroup ware and the 
concepts of conjmunipations, collaboration and co-ordination. Introduces 
the case typically found in science park (SP) environments. Identifies 
typical costs items and cost models for web sites of various complexity , 
access expenses for mobile user and workers as well as loses caused by 
downtime. 
82 , EXPECTATIONS 
BRADBURY (D). THE Chamber of E-commerce . PC Week, 13, 6; 1998, 
Nov, 24; 38-9. 
E-commerce projects have been restricted to larger companies with 
the money and resources required to support the venture. Provides some 
advice for small companies wishing to construct an E-commerce solutions 
. identifies 6 steps that a company should follow when setting out its E-
commerce strategy , discusses business-to-consumer versus B 2 B sales, 
using an I S P to provide the technical infi-astructure; dealing with the 
problem of capacity scooping ; planning the E-commerce architecture 
to integrate with the company's existing IT systems; company's 
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website to potential consumer. 
83 , EXPORT 
CHOPRA (Rahul) . Software technology parks of India . Information 
technology. 6,8; 1997, June; 53. 
Information technology has become a dominant industry world 
wide. It continues to produce a wide variety of products that help other 
industries improve their over all performance. In India, the IT industry has 
been able to achieves an enerviable growth rate is a very short span of 
time . The soft ware segment of the IT industry has emerged as the major 
contributor in earning Net foreign Exchange (NFE) for the country not 
only does it have a potential for exports but also a great capacity to 
generate employment. India soft ware industry is rightly recognised 
internationally for its rich technical skills and capability of implementing a 
wide variety of software projects. End system development. This is one 
main reason why major global IT players are setting up their R & D 
divisions is the country. 
84 , GOVERNMENT 
KHANNA (op). From administrative Reform of E-commerce to E-
govemance. The Competition master. 42,2; 2000, September; 125p. 
The recent years have witnessed a virtual invasion of the IT is 
almost all the spares of life . Although the IT service had started 
blossoming about a decade ago. Tremendous growth is this field has 
been witnessed is the past few years . Being the latest fad. IT boom 
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includes software developments services, hardware manufacture latest 
technology is telecommunications, networking, on line services & 
information system, web engineering, E-commerce, web page designing. 
E-trade, E-banking, and several such areas. After the advent of dot. com 
and E-commerce the latest fad in government is E-govemace. Along with 
the E-govemance policies, the government has aimed to H.R.D activities is 
IT education and training is a big way . There is a mushroom growth of 
private training institutes importing IT-related education is E-commerce, 
web page designing and other related aspects of E-commerce. 
85 , INDIA 
POVAIAH (Roshan). E-commerce: Logical tools. A & M XI, V;1999, 
June;1-15; 63-64. 
Rational is offering a unique set of web tools to Indian companies 
to deploy for e-commerce. Getting into e-commerce required the rapid 
installations of software and Rational recognizes speed as a benefit that 
people will pay for. With e-commerce just beginning to take off around the 
world the need for specialized software to handle specific application is 
rising rapidly. There are millions of little start up companies developing 
customized solutions for different companies wanting to enter the world of 
Electronic Commerce. 
86. VITTAL (N) India is new lever of growth. Computers today. 15,182; 
1999,July, l-5;10-llp. 
Thedevelopment of IT is India has also coincided with some 
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global major trade developments. The year 1995 saw the setting up of the 
world Trade Organization (WTO) at the end of the general Agreement on 
Tariff Trade negotiations called the Uruguay round. Subsequently, the 
government of India has also become a signatory to the global Telecom 
Agreement as well as the IT agreement these international commitment 
have also provided the requisite external pressure to see that bath in the 
tariff regime as well as is the legal framework the government of India 
gets ready to use I.T fiiUy . The explosive growth of the Internet during 
late 90's also created visions of E-commerce. 
87. GANESAN (S). E-Commerce in India : Challenges and prospects. 
Management researcher. VI, 3; 2000, Jan-June; 21-22. 
The purpose of this article is to understand what E-commerce is 
and the legal problems in exploiting its full potentials in India. The articles 
is biased in a sense that it looks at only the legal problems associated with 
E-commerce in India . It does not study the problems connected to 
availability and status of Infratrading for E-commerce in India .Act, 1872 
recognises even oral contracts. Hence there is no reason why online 
contract should not be binding. Several legal issue arise in respect of 
proteaion of intellectual properties in E-commerce Economy . All the 
government and suitable corrections in the legal system should be made in 
order to ensure development of trade and commerce through E-commerce. 
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88. BALAKRISHNAN (Ajit). India, Still Internet Shy. Computer Today. 15, 
182; July, 1-5; 53-54. 
The author analysis that the world embracing the web with a new 
server, driving up internet stock prices to dizzying heights , buying goods 
and services online as if shopping was going out web crept along in slow 
motion setting the country back in yet another aspect of life legacy 
application integration; Internet appUcation integration; EDI, migration to 
web-based models; new IT frameworks and integration with business 
strategy (strategic IT consulting) ; E-commerce training services business 
site development and maintenance. In the year 1999-2000, Internet and E-
commerce related software and services exports from India are expected to 
bring $340 million out of estimated $ 3.9 billion software and services 
exports. 
89 , INDUSTRIES PUBLISHING 
SCUPOLA (A). impact of electronic commerce on the publishing 
industry: towards a business value complementarity fi^ame work of 
electronic publishing. Journal of information Science . 25,2; 1999; 133-45. 
The publishing industry, like many other industries, is exploring 
new markets, new services and new products in response to force such as 
advance technologies, business stretegies such as mass customizations, 
globalization and shorter production cycles. Focuses on the way in which 
electronic commerce (e- commerce)technologies are changing 
and could develops a business value complementarity models of 
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electronic publishing. 
90 , INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
AHLUWALIA (Bharat) . Infotech : I want my dot com. Outlook. XL, 5; 
2000, Feb, 14; 38-39p. 
It's a bubble that just keep growing and shows no sign of bursting . 
Those naysayers who held that India software wizards were actually a 
bunch of nerds in disguise. Whose only skills lie is churning out reams of 
code for Y2K and low end client server software-better think again. For 
after the scanless roll over into Y2K, India software companies are eyeing 
the all new eldorado E-commerce. E-commerce is all about ideas and 
creativity plus the opportunity to create new product is much higher. That 
is because e-commerce one can create a new product for virtually every 
problem, since e-conamerce apphcations are fairly specify to each 
customer. 
91. REDDY (Jagan Mohan) and others . Towards global village-Internet. 
Yojana. 44, 1; 2000, Jan; 18-22. 
Electronic commerce is using current information technology to 
satisfy our ever growing demands. The Internet made electronic commerce 
more, feasible because it offer a medium that is inexpensive enough to 
operate and easy enough for people to use. E-commerce is the non 
physical space. 
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92. , , ACT 
RAMASASTRI A.S .IT act 1999 : who's been tampering with my E-
mail. ICFAI Reader. 11,9; 2000, Aug 25-26. 
The Internet is the world is largest repository of data and the 
foremost carrier of messages across the globe. The business community 
uses the internet to transmit business-related massages. There are two 
models prevalent is E-commerce-B2C ( business-to-consumer ) and B2B 
(business-to-business).In the B2C model, business establishment put up a 
virtual shop on the Internet. Consumer look at the products through a 
browser, order and pay for them. Payments can effected through credit 
cards or Internet banking. Here the volume of transactions could be large 
but the value low, and the documents to handle few. In the B2B models , 
two business establishment interact on the net. They could cone to 
agreement on quality, price, service and other products-related issues over 
the Nets, places orders obtain letters of credit and lorry reciept on the net. 
They may use such documents to obtain bank credit and may instruct the 
banks to make payments over the net. 
93 , ^ BILL 
iR^aaa»,ARA^ IT BUI win boost Exports. Exp-Imptimes. XXII, 11; 2000, 
June, 7;.20. 
The author assume that passage of Information technology bill will 
give a fillip to India i» export by giving necessary support to electronic 
transactions. Which have become the back bone of international 
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trade. The use of secure electronic commerce (EC) and electronic data 
interchange transactions also provides an important tool to small and 
medium enterprises CSMEs to advertise their products and services at 
global levels, which was otherwise not possible for them due to lack of 
infrastructure and resources. With the onset of economic liberalisation and 
the objective of expontial export growth , the traditional approaches to 
information handling had become grossly inadequate. The use of E-
commerce and E-data interchange for trade Facilitation is inevitable not 
only between the countries and outside. But also for transacting business 
and trade within the country. The E-commerce EC/EDI tool is, therefore, 
as much relevent to exports as to the internal trade . 
94. COWSfflSH(Atul) . It Bill: Hopes & fears. National and the world. 9, 208; 
2000.June, 16; 22-3p. 
A prominent personality is the Internet business has described the 
It bill as a piece of cyber art. He is so over taken by this measure that will 
herald E-commerce is India that he is prepared to overlook the harsh 
measure like clause 79 because the legislation prepares India to fight with 
the innovative cyber crimes. The author believe that .It Bill it may not be 
easy for a person to misuse credit card. The world is now increasing 
witnessing " E-commerce" activities which involve the exchange of 
information across electronic networks between organization, business, 
consumers, both is the public & private sectors. It has become necessary 
to give legal sanction to this alternative to paper based method of 
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communication, storage of Information and conduct of business. 
95. CHANDRA KANT'- IT ^ill will boost E-commerce. Nation & the world. 
9,211; 2000, Aug,16; 45-46. 
It Bill passed by both houses of parliament has arrived at the most 
opportune time and it could't have been delayed any longer. It will not only 
provide a fillip to the booming E-commerce . It will also ensured a 
mechanism on the pattern of SEBI. NAASSCOM estimates that the once 
the bill comes into NASSCOM operation , the E-commerce revenues can 
increase by whooping 500 percent from Rs 450 crore in 1999-2000 to Rs 
2,500 crore during 2000-01 and Rs 10,000 crore by 2002. It will give 
recognition to electronic entities that covers transactions carried out 
through electronic data interchange and other means of electronic 
communication. This is expected to give the green signal for E-commerce 
and online transactions which are stilt nascent in India. 
96. KOTHARI (Lata) .IT Bill, 2000 : A great event. The economic challenger 
. 2, 8; 2000, Jul-Sep; 27-29p. 
The Lok Sabha passed the Information Technology Bill on 16 May 
, 2000 without the two controversial provisions as suggested by standing 
committee of the parliament The cabinet accepted 34 out of 36 
recommendations of the committee. The two provisions 73 A and 73B did 
not form part of the Bill. The IT Bill is a great piece of cyber legislation 
heralding the arrival of E- commerce in India. It attempts to 
provide ways to deal with cyber crimes. We need such a law so that 
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people could buy over net through credit cards without fear of any misuse 
97 , INVESTMENT AND FINANCIAL SERVICES 
CURLE(D) .Big names in investing and financial services now operate on 
the web . Information today. 14, 3 ; 1997, March ; 47 - 9p. 
The author discusses web based operations developed by the 
financial services sector suitable for researchers, brokers, analysts and 
investors. In some cases the web is used for transactions as well as 
research. Also describes the following products : a range of insurance and 
investment information and interactive financial management tools fi-om 
John Hancock (http://www.jhncock.com}; the largest fund market place 
now on the Internet fi^om charles schwab. 
http://www.schwab.com/fund} ;online investors on mutual funds from 
Founders Asset Management {http;//www.founders.com}, Dreyfer 
corporations lion Account with links to other key financial sites 
{http://www.dreyfer.com}; access to account information for varguard 
Fund Shareholders{http://www. vanguard, com}; financial market 
information for series investors fi-om quote.com 
{http://www.quote.com} ;and consumer assistance from the non profit 
organisation Debt counsellors of America {http://www.dca.org}. 
98 , INTERNET 
AHMAD ipRAHBVl Network Integration voice & Data. 7, 1; 2000, July; 
97-8. 
The author paint out that if 1998-99 was theypar of maturing for 
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the networking integration (NI), 1999-00 turned out to the harvest season. 
Riding piggy back on the boom is the networking industry, this segments 
also experienced encouraging growth last year. As is the network products 
segments, telecom , banking/finance manufacturing and It were the main 
business segment. If the carrier market for networking products opens up 
this year, it will be further bones for the integrators. 
99. BLAKE MAN(K) .Commerce on the Internet : how secure is it. Business 
information searcher. 7, 4; 1997; 14-17. 
Considers the security of Internet commerce options for Internet 
payment are conventional subscription based service use of credit card via 
secured links (secure socket layer-SSL and secure electronic Transactions-
SET) and use of digital currency which is attractive for small value 
transactions. Offers advice on ensuring safe commerce. 
100. CLEGG (B). Selling on the Internet. PC Week. 28; 1999,Oct, 34-5. 
The key ingredient of a number of Internet commerce sites are fast 
presentation of a wide range of goods. Buying can be made more inviting 
by a broader vision of payment methods. Promoting the site, and 
developing secure technology. E-commerce is still in it infancy; it will 
become mass market by making use of consumer devices such as 
television and telephones. 
101. DAVY (T). . . virtual high street. Book seller. 48, 69; 1999, Apr, 23; 20-2. 
Examines precedents on Internet usage in order to determine the 
potential impact of the Internet on the established bookshop 
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specifically. Argues that there is evidence to suggest that the Internet can 
make book buying easier which can only be a good thing for the book 
trade offers a profile of onUne consumers and what they are buying and 
reports the results of a survey of comparative delivery times and prices of 
7 online bookshops. 
102. FOSTER(A). f future role of the Intranet. Information world Review. 
13, 6; 1998, May; 16. 
Discusses the role and value of Intranet s for business management 
. It is vital that Intranets should be well-structured and provide the right 
communications and information environment for end-users. Intranets not 
only as a vehicle for information dissemination but crucially as a tool for 
cultural change and to be successful there must be a willingness within the 
organisation to share data information and knowledge in an open way. 
103. GREEN FELD (Karl Taro). optical delusion. Time. 156, 5, 2000; Aug, 
34-35. 
Author says is this article that the booms and Busts of the Internet 
economy have taken on an almost seasonal aspect. Callow start-ups-
initially apples in ventures capitalist" eyes-become is a few short month 
rotten e-commerce companies, B2B, portals, community sites, e-
commerce companies, B2B verticals-all are thing; all are web sectors is 
which stock prices have off the cliff. 
104. GREEN FELD (Karl Taro). Internet : Seller Beware: Be your own 
Barcode. Time. 156, 1; 2000, July, 32-33. 
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The author explain that priceline is the company most renowned 
for reinroducting william Shatner to prime line has come to represent both 
what is transformative and what is just plain annoying about the web The 
business model allowing customer to name what they are willing to pay 
for phone tickets, hotel rooms tooth paste, phone calls to lithuania and 
them pocketing any difference between that and the wholesale price is 
made possible by the Net and some nifty patented transaction software 
only through the w^b you could match millions of bids with million of 
products, all without a fixed price. 
105. IQBAL^AU.ASlFOf start up a and Dot coms. Nation and the world. 
9,208; 2000, June, 16; 24. 
Internet gurus treat their innovation as next is significance only to 
the advent of electronic a melarge of untouched concept in the field of 
business and is human lives. Business transactions are done online which 
is the new mantra for success with a plethora start-ups & dot coms. The 
net has plenty of room for innovative ideas and IT business environment is 
an essential ingredient for entrepreneurial success. 
106. JAGADEESH(BV). Scaling the Internet. Voice & Data. 7, 1; 2000, July, 
186-187. 
The author says the Internet Phenomenon and its growth have been 
unprecendented is any other Industry. The growth is terms of users 
adapting to the Internet and band width, outperforms even Moore's law 
that was defined for the growth of semiconductor industry, Internet 
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traffic is doubling every four montli and e-commerce revenue is expected 
to be $300 billion by 2002. Approximately 150 million people around the 
world are connected to the Internet as compared to a single-digit number 
just few years ago. More and people have become dependent on the 
Internet for their daily communication and exchange. 
107. JAYASHANKER (Perumal.G) . and other. Towards Global village -
Internet: Electronic market place Yojana. 44, 1; 2000, Jan, 22. 
The author describes about the electronic market place which 
ordinarily refer to online trading and auction, for example online stock 
trading markets online auction for computers and other goods The 
electronic markets place refers to the emerging market economy where 
producers, intermediaries and consumers interact electronic or digitally in 
someway. The electronic marketplace is virtual representation of physical 
market. 
108. KAULGUD (Vikrant) . How to implement an Internet. LAN magazine. 1, 
ll;1999,Nov;28-29p. 
The tremendous development is technologies lies the burden on 
Internet. Today man can't think without talking about Internet it is very 
useful whether it is E-commerce online banking or Electronic transaction. 
The internet has become ubiquitous it is serving not only text and graphics 
information but also application which were dream of a few years ago. The 
rapid rise of the Internet as the premier method of publishing and 
sharing information and conducting business and the increasing 
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competitions in the market place has forced organisation to employ 
Internet technologies in their networks. 
109. LAISHRAM(Nareshchandra). By passing the clogged Arteries. Voice & 
data. 7,2; 2000, Aug 84-87. 
The Internet is growing rapidly . It is predicted that there will be 
haft billion Internet users by 2002. While this strengthens the strategies of 
evolving e-companies. It also increases the akeady bursting pressure on 
the Internet to the author describes one the queue of users waiting for a 
particular web page at a point of time is getting longer. Two, the content 
on the way to the users terminal is likely to encounter may traffic jams to 
on the way. According to studies the average e-customer will wait no 
more than 8 seconds for a site to get download. 
110. Mc GINN(Daniel). Internet: It's all about Acceleration; Newsweek. 
CXXXV,5; 2000 April, 28-29 
Internet incubators give start-ups cash office space, moral support 
and the chance to get off" the ground. A few weeks ago Antoine source and 
other would be entrepreneurs had nothing but a top secret draft of a 
business plane the founders of snacker have still a hush hush Internet 
portals and e-commerce platform soon to roll out in Germany incubators 
have been around for decades, helping new entrepreneurs learn the ropes. 
But a new kind of incubator has become hot focused on dot-com start-ups 
more than 100 internet incubators have launched in the US in 
recent month and dozen more in Europe seeking to rush new Web 
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companies toward maturity and stock-market rewards, 
i n . PATTERSON(J).Taming the net, PC week. 16,2; 1998 Aug; 32-3 
Internets which are simply the deployment of Internet technologies 
for an organisation's internal use, represent a lasting and radical change in 
the way computers and networks are deployed in business. The reasons 
why company are using intranets include cost saving from reductions in 
the use of paper and other consumables, improved efficiency, and in other 
to drive or support cultural or business change within an organisations. 
Assesses the business benefits of an Intranet and provides a case study of 
BT15 embrace of Intranet technology. 
112. PIGGOTT(S). Internet commerce and knowledge management; the next 
mega trend. Business Information Review. 14, 4; 1997 Dec. p. 169-72 
Electronic Commerce is a fairly new application of the Internet and world 
wide web (WWW) and viability will depend on the development of 
president's a recommendations. One key to the success of Internet 
Commerce will lie in improved privacy protection regulations and trusted 
encryption software. 
113. POVAIAH (Roshan). E-Commerce: The future is Now. A&M XI, XVE; 
1999,Dec 1-5; 90-95 
The article explains about application Internet is for commercial 
purpose. The big Question doing the rounds of business circles these days 
is what your site address? This can be interpreted to mean that a 
website is now a must have for a business in India, like a mail-box or 
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telephone. For a media vehicle , then it must be a super must have , not 
only that media brands are expected to be blazing all the leading the way 
ahead in cyberspace. After all, mass communication is meant to be their 
business. 
114. RAHMAMAHM^ Internet: the new paradigm. Abhigyan.XVIII, 2, 2000, 
April-June,31-40. 
Internet is fast becoming an important new channel for commerce 
in a range of business much faster than anyone would have predicted a 
couple of years ago. The W.T.O's reports on E-commerce predicts that the 
net will profoundly, retail and government procurement sectors world wide 
easy shipping and attraction Une promotions make net a favourite with 
shoppers and is actually in the business to business sector and not in the 
B2C sector, that the net is expected to have its most dramatic impact as 
companies hooks up intranets and Extranets to cut cost improve efficiency 
and create whole new markets. 
115. RAJESHWER CH. Internet Stocks: WWW.bubble.com. Charted financial 
Analyst. IV, X, 1999; 41-44 
Author explains here that the increasing spread of Internet has 
presented corporates with new ideas an opportunity to float business that 
flourish in the cyberspace. Leading names are Amazon.com, Yahoo.com! 
and AOL. The growing breed of Internet stocks are soarings on the 
strength of sky rocketing P/ES ranging from few hundreds to thousands 
and the rise of the Internet phenomenon bears a chilling 
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resemblance to the unbridled asset bubble of Japan in the late eighties. In 
the absence of strong fundamentals, the Internet boom represents a bubble 
in the making. 
116. RANGARAJANS. and AGGARWAL(Rajeev). E-COMMERCE: 
Advantage I-Commerce-Concept behind buying out the net LAN 
Magazine. 1,6; 1999, June; 73-75. 
The process of purchasing a product electronically is conceptually 
a product from a physical store. The purchaser browsers an online catalog 
over the Internet, select the purchase, tell the merchant systems that it is 
ready to "check out" this will result in the merchant system telling the 
purchaser to select a payment instrument. The purchaser fill in the credit 
card and address information on the screen(or it is provided by the 
purchaser's wallet) and send the information to the merchant over the 
Internet. At the merchant's site, electronic payment systems validate and 
confirm the transaction. The concept of I-Commerce or E-Commerce 
which once seemed as a dream is akeady in its initial stages. It is only a 
matter of time when I-Commerce would become one of the most popular 
and improvement methods of shopping world wide. 
117. SIDDIQUI(Saif). E-Commerce on the Internet. Nation and the world. 
9,205; 2000, may, l;38-39. 
The general perception of E-Commerce Hinges on the use of 
computer applications which communicate over a network or the 
Internet and allow buyers and sellers to complete a transaction or part 
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of it. Two categories of e-commerce have emerged: Business to Business 
(B2B) and Consumer to Business(C2B) Different business modules are 
used for e-commerce transactions. The growth of e-commerce 
substantionally depends on Internet penetration. The Internet user took 
only four years to reach the figure of 50 million after the invention of 
WWW and browsers. The products that are traded electronically include 
computer, books, musics, gifts and flowers, clothing, food items, 
advertising and marketing services, financial services, tourism 
entertainment information services etc. 
118. SINGH(Satyaprakash). E-conmierce: Indian netrapreneurs to leap fi-og and 
leverage. Voice and data special supplement.; 1999, Sep.23-24 
The author describes with the advent of e-commerce and the new 
net savvy retailers, expensive inventories and warehouses have been 
relegated to a thing of the past. All one need is a Website to present the 
face that greet customers provides them with necessary information and 
takes their order. The firms can deploy Internet infrastructure and realise 
significant benefits fi-om them. 
119. VIJAYKAR(Atul). Riding the Internet wave. Computers todav. 15,182, 
1999 July, 1-5; 44-45 
The Internet is single biggest agent of changing today's life not 
only in the IT industry but in society in large. It is changing the way we 
learn play, create, communicate and work. By far, the biggest impact 
will be on business. Not only does it throw up a whole host of new 
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business opportunities the heady valuations of Internet starts up a 
testament to that it also allows traditional business to streamline their 
operations; reach never markets; reduce costs; improve cycle times and 
improve customer service levels. E-business in simple terms consists of E-
marketing and E-conmierce, E-marketing refers to using the net to market 
products or services, while E-commerce refers to commercial transaction 
on the net various market research companies have projected that upward 
of one trillion dollars of commercial transaction will be done on the Net by 
2002. 
120. WALL(D). E-commerce. International Review of Law. Computers and 
technology. 13. 2; 1999, Aug; 91-253. 
Describes how the E-commerce today become an indespensible 
value a special issue devoted to the theme of ;E-commerce. Examines the 
directions in which electronic commerce is progressing with particular 
reference to the influence of the Internet. 
121 , , COMMUNICATION 
PATNAIK(Satyanaraina) and SARVANAN(A). Internet communication; 
An Indian perspective. Emplovment News. XXm, 30; 1998, October; 24-
30, l-2p 
Networking of people through innovative communication and 
technologies is creating limitless opportunities for accessing for all 
available form of social learning and intelligence . One of the most 
significant achievements in the information and communication sector 
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was the introduction of an advanced communication network, i.e 
INTERNET, tlie technology connecting computer with millions of 
computers in the network. The Internet gives on the world wide web or 
web which connects thousand of servers created by various organisation, 
commercial establishments. Industrial units. In US Internet has used 
extensively as new communication medium and the people are heavily 
dependent on it for electronic mail and getting valuable information about 
politics, elections, business, commerce and trade matters. 
122 , , COST 
Mc KNIGHT(L.W) and LEADA(B). Internet telephony: costs, pricing and 
policy. PC week.22.7:1998, Aug; 555-69 
Presents a cost model of ISP(Intemet service providers) and 
Internet telephony and assesses its business and policy implications. The 
models put the ISP's costs into 5 categories, capital equipment, transport, 
customer service, operations and other expenses .(Sales)/ marketing and 
general administrative).Evaluates two models with two scenarios: The 
baseline scenario, which represents an ISP today where its subscriber use 
primarily the web; and the Internet telephony scenario where the ISP sees 
a significant rise in the use of computers-to-computer Internet telephony 
the increase in total ISP costs in the nearly double the increase in revenues. 
Thus ISP will have to adopt new business models and change pricing 
policies if they are to recover additional costs. 
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123 , , COURSES, MBA, USA 
CHUCK(L-B).E-commerce in academia: a Cinderella table. Searcher. 
7,8;1999Sep;p,57-61 
Discusses the degree to which the internet and the world wide web 
had an impact on the VSA is Master of business administration degree 
qualification through the emergence of Electronic Commerce (E-
Commerce) and the likely role to be played by library Schools and 
curriculum development. 
124 , , EXCHANGE 
MAZUMDAR(Rakhi). E-xchange Boom on the net. ICFAI 
Reader. 11,9;.2000, August 41-43. 
The B2B portals that are mushrooming on the Internet. Now 
vertical B2B portal exist for almost all commodities where sellers and 
buyers can interact to complete there transactions. The shopping process is 
simple; while the sellers list the features and prices of their products, the 
buyers make comparisons and zero in on the products they require. By this 
year end the number of such portals may reach 1,00,000. These E-
Commerce sites are broadly divided into four types. The disintermediated 
trading exchange are the ones where the suppliers own the market and 
buyers log onto the site to buy the products offered by the supplier. Where 
there are many sellers selling indirect goods, the affiliate-based exchanges 
come in handy. Third type is the hub based exchange, which proves 
useful in markets where there are only a few sellers selling complex 
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products. Lastly, the Interdependent Trading Exchanges cover all the 
above three, be it a seller dominated market or a fragmented market or a 
market with complex products. Though the features are different, the 
survival strategies for all these portals are more or less the same; invest in 
technology and develop business relationships with suppliers and 
customers. 
125 , , MARKETING 
CHUCK(L.B). on being "Consumer-ed": marketing the 
user.searcheL3,5;1999,May;10-2 
Argues that the ability of the Internet to gather store, process and 
reuse vast amount of personnel information about purchaser who engage in 
electronic commerce who lead to a new definition of the whole process of 
marketing sales and purchasing of goods. 
126 , , SERVICES 
BROWNSON (P). On the net, no one knows you are a Maxwell 
wired.7.2:1999. feb;82,84 
Describes how Isabel Maxwell, daughter of the late media baron, 
Robert Maxwell has become the successful president of the Internet 
Electronic mail company and offers ; Various services and many other 
purposals. 
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127 , , TECHNOLOGY UK 
BICKERTON(P). Delivering business benefits through Internet 
technology. Business Information review. 15,1; 1998,Mar,40-9 
Presents a business case model and strategic framework, developed 
by marketing Net Ltd., designed to assist companies in conceptualizing the 
match between their business and the potential benefits of Internet 
technology in promoting their products and services. The model can be 
used to roll out the project using the most appropriate skills set and has 
been used extensively blue chip companies in the UK. 
128. , ,WAP 
GlJPTA(Uma). WAP access to the Internet anytime, any where. 
Electronics for vou. 32,7; 2000, July; 59-61 
Explain that now WAP(Wireless application protocol)will become 
a standard feature of high-end celluler phones and by 2002, an estimated 
50 percent of the total mobile phones will be WAP-enabled. WAP has 
changed the business scenario also states that mobile e-services will 
become a key differentiator and a competitive weapon for a companies to 
succeed in e-business. 
129 , , WORLD WroE WEB 
SROKA(M). Commercial development of the Internet and WWW in 
eastern eurooe on line and CD-ROM Review.22,6: 1998, Dec; 369-76. 
Examine the commercial development of the Internet and 
WWW in Eastern Europe. Discuss the major commercial networks 
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and Internet service providers and web services offered by various 
companies. Look into such commercial aspects of web development as 
private business and legal information provider, web advertising and 
online shopping(mostly online bookstores, computer stores and shopping 
centers). Considers the question the question of the security of Internet 
transaction as an important factor in the future growth of Electronic 
commerce in Eastern Europe. 
130. , , ,STUDY 
SEMAR(W) emprical study of the impact of electronic market places. 
Australian Academic and Research libraries. 30,1; 1999, March; P.30-9 
The spread of the Internet and the world wide web is leading to 
irreversible changes in the existing structure of the economy, management 
and the society and the aim of this long term emprical study is to document 
and interpret structural changes from the establishment of electronic 
market places. The starting point of the questionaire survey is designed to 
test the hypothesis describing these changes and their accuracy will be 
tested using regular, repeated opinion surveys. The survey explored the 
degree to which companies use the Internet and world wide web and plane 
to engage in electronic conmierce. 
131. ENDESHAW(A). proper law for electronic commerce Information & 
Communication Technologv law.7.1:1998, March; 5-13 
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Discusses the comparitive merits of known alternatives in 
governing e-commerce. Deals with the reactive or speculative approach 
that tries to beep track of changes in technology of modifying the law 
piece meal and attempting to fill gaps as soon as they appear. Considers e-
commerce issues with particular reference to the making of contracts and 
the forms and providing and enforcing them. 
132 , , ACT, BILL 
SESHAGIRI(N). information policy of India. Yojana.44 ,1; 2000, Jan; 
5-7. 
New cyber laws in the form of information technology. Act in 
complete confirmity with WIPO and other international laws. Digital 
signature laws well as prevention of computers crimes to be introduced. In 
India, the process of economic liberalisation and policy changes began in 
early 1991. Software industry was one of the first ones to benefit from 
such policy changes. The national task force on IT and software 
development has removed all remaining red tapes and virtually 
transformed them into a red carpet. The immediate result has been that 
virtually every state is now providing a silicon valley kind of environment 
with state of the art modem hi tech infrastructure and plug 'n' play 
facilities, so that Indian and overseas companies can immediately set up 
their software operations. 
133 , MARKETING 
CHOW(YH).Hub to extend reach of online merchants. PC 
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week. 6,4; 1999;24 
Commerce one has laid the foundation for a major business to 
business world wide web trading hub through its marketsite 3.0 web site 
(http:/www.marketsite.net) which will allows buyers to link directly to 
supply companies or trading site. The ETHERNET NETWORKS is 
fundamentally creating unequal access in an essentially equal access 
network enabling predictable and consistent system performance on web. 
134. O' LEARY(M).EBSCohost 2.0 enriches search power. Information today. 
15,6; 1998; June; 19,22,27 
The article looks at the overall market strategy of EBSCO 
publishing's online EBSCOhost service. EBSC has used a second wave 
approach that enables it to access the viability of competitor's products 
prior to introducing its own version. The company aggressive pricing 
structure and targeting of consortia customers have positioned it 
favourably among competitors with longer market histories. The system is 
highly intuitive to begin with and the new enhancement make it an 
excellent choice for experts and end user alike 
135. PEPPRIELL(B.J) Website planning 101: essential steps for developing 
your web site from a marketing perspective . Searcher. 6,8; 1998, Sep, 19-
23 
Provides guidance on how business can plan and design web site to 
act as an effective marketing tool for their products and services. 
Also explains how the web site should be integrated with other forms of 
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promotional marketing, such as direct mail, advertising and public 
relations to achieve a successful marketing mix. 
136. SMITH(Patricia.K). Marketing online services. Online. 4,1;I980 Jan,60-
62p. 
This article emphasises that online services manager must 
understand what makes the product unique to the market and how to 
promote this uniqueness. It gives an analysis of the product, online 
services and the market for online. The three kind of market, as defined by 
job need, are orientations toward research, technology/mission and 
public/business decision-maker. Promotion of on-line showed stress its 
benefits relative to those of other services. It is strategically dangerous 
promise more than a service can deliver as this will result in dissatisfied 
customers. 
137. TOWN(B). E-commerce: Tommorrow's marketplace. Online and CD-
ROM Review.23.2:1999 April; 107-9 
Discuss the current trends in electronic commerce, particularly via 
the Internet and wide web and relates some recent experiences of 
chemdex.com offers over 120000 products fi^om over 89 different 
countries and is grovwng at rate of 20000 products per week. Discusses the 
security issues involved and notes the use of digital certificates. 
138. ALMEIDA(VAF) and others. Efficiency analysis of brokers in the 
electronic market place. Computer Networks. 31, 11-16; 1999, 
May; 167-90 
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Presents a quantitative study of the behaviour of e-brokers and 
discusses the influence of regional and cultural issues on them. Discusses a 
model that quantifies the efficiencies of the results provided by the brokers 
in the electronic market place which is a function of factor such as server 
response time and regional factors. Finding clearly indicates that a e-
conmierce is strongly tied to local language, national customs and 
regulations, currency conversions logistics and Internet infrastructure. 
139. XAVIER(MJ). Marketing in the e-commerce Era Indian Management. 
39,2;2000 Feb; 29-34. 
The article focuses on the changing face of marketing with the 
emergence of e-commerce in traditional advertising methods, only limited 
information could be passed on to customer. In the Internet age , 
companies provide reams of information about the product its composition 
comments from users and even details about competing products and 
services. There is a lot more transparency and openness in the buying and 
selling of goods and services through NET. Cyber-shopping allows 
consumers to sit in the comfort of their households and research and 
purchase their goods. There are no crowds, parking problems or check out 
queues. One can stop in the middle of the night and from any part of the 
world. That is the power of e-commerce. This, in many ways, is a new 
paradigm, which requires a different treatment. 
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140. , , INTERNET 
RAM(Paras).Effective marketing with the Internet. Ex-Imp Times. XXII, 
U; 2000, June 7; 17. 
The author assumes that the Internet can help carpet producers and 
exporters from developing countries in marketing their products. They 
need to programmatically assess how the Internet can bring them tangible 
commercial benefits more important than taking pride is a presence on an 
information rich network. The Internet can help producers to carry out on-
line market research. Electronically record client orders, once a 
relationship is established. 
141. , ,SALE 
BRADBURY(D). Making your presence felt. PC week 4; 1998, April; 
28-9 
Provides advice for small companies on establishing a web site for 
marketing and/or scales. Explains the three main categories of web sites 
and their different levels of fimctionality. Discuss selling products and 
services over the web. Third party hosting, cost of implementation, 
choosing an ISP and the importance of backing the site with a proper 
business plan. Provides a case study. 
142 , , SERVICES 
SMITH(Patricia K). Marketing online services: Partll. Online.4.2:1980:68-
69. 
The author says that promoting the service is only 1/2 
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of the marketing strategy. Marketing is also concerned with the product 
itself and perception of it chances of repeat sales of online information 
services are encouraged by: concern to satisfy user need: demonstration of 
competing information services and complete knowledge of online; 
personal user experience; demonstration of trustworthiness. Good product 
design for search session resuhs is important. This product design should 
be strongly influenced by users. 
143 , , MOBILE, COMMERCE 
SIDDIQUI(Saif). Mobile commerce: an emerging concept. Nation and the 
World. 9,208; 2000 June, 16; 16. 
The author examined that mobile commerce or M-commerce is a 
new phenomenon that hands over various e-commerce facilities to 
consumers by using wireless technology. Mobile commerce is a novel way 
of doing electronic business. Its applications involve using a mobile phone 
set into a magical instrument which can provide access to the world of 
commerce. Various companies are looking forward to provide E-
commerce to facilities on mobile phones in world wide expansion 
programme. 
144 , -—., , SERVICES 
MADAN(Anil). E-commerce: grand alliance to spearhead mobile 
electronic services in Asia. I.T shopper.2.6:1999. July; 43. 
Visa International, a leading payment system, 
recently announced its participation in an alliance of industry 
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leaders to superhead the development of mobile electronic services across 
Asia. The information of alliances(AMESA), to through which customers 
will have access to electronic services through a multifunction bank card 
using smart card technology based on visa's open platform. By combining 
the convenience and flexibility of the smart card with those of the mobile 
phone, the bank card will enable customers to access a whole range of 
electronic services including banking, e-commerce bill payment, trading 
secure e-mail and information, anywhere, anytime. Security of the 
transaction between users and providers of electronic services, and the 
protection of their data will be enhanced through electronic certification 
based on the PKI. 
145 , NETWORK 
GARG(Mahesh Chandra). On the E-commerce Track. Indian 
Management. 38,12,19994)ec; 57-62p. 
In this primer on E-commerce, the author, argues that the newest 
applications of the Net are going to revolutionise the way companies and 
business are going to be managed. The article further explained what e-
commerce is, who could be the users, what technology is used the 
prospects of e-commerce. E-commerce is growing explosively on the 
Internet. Before the end of this decade, millions of companies and 
individuals will be buying, selling, bidding, brokering advertising and 
collaborating on a daily basis, as the Internet merges with other branches 
of information highway. The resulting economies of scale will 
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drastically lower the cost of implementing and maintaining a procurement 
infrastructure. 
146 , , QOS 
MALIA(A).Quality of services in enterprise network; proceedings. WE 
Colloquime(1999.23);2000:2/1-2/4. 
Web based applications are creating fundamental changes in the 
structure of the corporate enterprise network mission-critical application 
such as enterprise resource planning (ERP) e-commerce, networked 
storage and co-located server traffic are burdening enterprise network 
infrastructures with unpredictable traffic patterns and traffic loads. The 
article discusses the enterprise policy server, which is responsible for the 
installation and tracking of DOS policies on the network. 
147 , ONLINE, AUCTIONS 
MANJOORIDE ( C ). Going once. Going twice cyber sold links up 16,2; 
1999, March- April,22 
Examines the rapidly expanding Internet activity of online auctions 
and how they work. Briefly reviews some typical examples of web sites 
offering auction services, including:eBay(httpyAvww.ebav.com): Give to 
charity(http://givetocharity. com) ; Klik-Kloks on line Dutch 
auction(httD:/Avww.klik-klok.com): Internet shopping 
Network(httD://www.firstauctioacom): Auction web(http://www.auctionweb.com); 
and Haggle online (http://www.haple.com). 
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148 , , BUYING 
JAIN(Saiijay).E-conunerce; open Buying on the Internet. 1-9,1999, Sep; 
57-58. 
In this article author explains that open buying on the Intemet(OBI) 
is not a new product or service. It is a freely available design, framework 
ft)r B2B Internet conimerce solutions. OBI standard is the resuh of work 
conducted by the Internet purchasing (Roundtable) from Oct. 1996 to May 
1997. This work was partially underwritten by American Express and 
facilitated by supply work. Inc. OBI is based on the knowledge of 
purchasing and IT professionals who understand that the requirements of 
B2B of consumer purchasing. 
149. , , USE 
HENDERSON(Helen L.)and LEANCY(Chris C). ' ftiture of online in 
Europe. Online. 11,1;1987, Jan; 51-52 
Henderson has observed that with the going of EURONET, 
replaced by bilateral agreements between PTTS, several factors are likely 
to affect the fiiture of online including, deregulation of 
telecommunications authorities ISDN with drawl of government subsidies 
and the European Economic climate. She had noted developments of value 
added Networks and the CD-ROM. 
150 , PAYMENT SYSTEMS 
SHEELARANIPS Hardware solutions for e-commerce. LAN 
magazine. 1,5; 1999, May; 67- 69. 
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In this article author assumes that with the advancement in the way 
payment automation evolved and new demands emerged, the electronic 
payment industry moved towards new technologies and richer payment 
solutions that required more information and processing capabilities of 
better nature than the basic payment solutions. Smart came into existence 
to meet these demands. Smart card are credit-card size devices with micro 
electronic circuits embedded in them and have recently joined the world of 
plastic cards, covering an amazing range of areas both in financial and non 
financial appUcations such as health care universities and 
telecommunications. The IC chip on board allows smart card to store and 
process information. These card usually have several Kilobytes of 
permanent memory and, possibly a microprocessor. 
151. BHASKAR(Jyoti Das). E-commerce: Conventional Electronic payment 
system. LAN magazine. 1,5; 1999, May; 63-66. 
Author explains that the widespread use and acceptance of the 
magnetic stripe card across the globe has paved the way for electronic 
retail banking and this article is about an overview of the traditional 
payment systems based on these cards. A payment scheme is specific to a 
merchant. In this scheme information is obtained from a magnetic stripe 
card, keyboard input PIN pad or MICR reader. Every scheme has a 
customer identification policy which may consist of several identification 
schemes it also has a cash back which determines what cash back 
requests can be accepted and a local authorization can which attempts 
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locally authorize the transactions. The payment scheme is also related to 
host policy, which obtains authorization from a remote host. 
152 , PRICE 
CURLE (D). There's no value if its not relevant on-line pricing will make 
sense when online products do. Information Today. 15, 8; 1998, Sep, 10-
57. 
The author explains that while online pricing models are being 
consolidated , inconsistance and restrictions in contracts leave buyers 
doubting whether they are choosing the best product or not. Analyses 
current forces of change: competitive pressures, buyers access to 
information and targeted products. The author explains how oulshell Inc's 
taxonomy of pricing terms identifies the elements of pricing plans for any 
given product and a structure for making comparisons. 
153 , PRODUCTS 
POVAIAH(Roshan). E-commerce: It's big, and Boy, It's happening. A&M. 
XI,n; 1999, April, 16-30, 72-78 
The author point out here that everywhere we talking use of 'E' 
like: E-mail, E-biz, E-communications, E-marketing, E-gambling, E-
trading, E-this, E-that.eesh ! finally, a perfect swallow -em-all word is 
ready to be proclaimed the winner of the late 1990's Buzzward Battle: E-
commerce. It's electronic(which explains the 'e') and it has 'com' in it 
which fits nicely, because all commercial sites on the Internet. That 
vast network that connects PCs via phone lines across the world h::^  r 
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dot.com attached to their names. 
154 , PRODUCTIONS 
ANDERSON(B). IMRG white paper published. Information management 
report. 10,2; 1998, Oct,6-7 
Looks at a document produced by the London based Interactive 
Media in Retail Group (IMRG)entitled; Electronic commerce in Europe; 
an action plan for the market place. This assess the commercial positions 
of players in the nascent European electronic commerce market and 
proposes a plan for the industry, to help all forms of this activity to 
develop and thrive. It argues that unless European business adopt a such 
plan, and begin to complete effectively. 
155 , PROJECT, CHINA 
TANG(J). . four golden project in China. The pathway to electronic 
commerce. Information Development. 14,3; 1998 
Reviews the steps taken to set up telecommunication networks and 
electronic commerce in the Chinese people's Republic, as a recent part of 
the reform and open policy of 1978. Remarks briefly on the launching of 
The Four Golden Project (TFGP) in 1993 and the 4 components projects. 
Golden Bridge Project(Public communication backbone Network); Golden 
card Project(electronic Currency project); and Golden Tax Project (Tax 
lavy project) 
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156 , PURCHASE 
CONHAIM(W.W). Internet: corporate purchasing. Link-up. 16,2; 
1999, March- April;5 
Covers developments in corporate purchasing over the Internet, 
anticipated impacts of these changes on the way business is conducted; 
noting the3 ways in which electronic purchasing in the corporate 
environment works: over the Internet; using an Intranet; and using an 
extranet. Lists and briefly describes a selection of corporate purchasing 
networks with their site. 
157 .SECURITY 
RATNASINGHAM P . importance of trust in electronic commerce. 
Internet Research. 8,4; 1998; 313-21 
Introduces a new concept "trust", and how it influences the process 
of managing the security of an organisation operating in an electronic 
commerce environment pragmatically, suggest awareness for organisations 
entering into electronic commerce and theoritically, aims to develop a 
framework of trust and security for electronic commerce thus providing a 
set of guidelines for secure electronic commerce. 
158 , , TRUST 
SKEVINGTONCPJ). From security too trust-creating confidence to trade 
electronically: proceedings ffiE£colloguim.(1998,23);2000; 6/1-6/6. 
The Internet is widely predicted to revolutionise commerce 
over the next few years. However the full potential of e-
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commerce will only be realised if buyers sellers have the confidence to 
trade electronically, concerns over the security of the Internet much hyped 
by the media, have done little to reassure users that the Internet is a safe 
place to trade. These concerns must clearly be addressed if e-commerce is 
to prosper. However, transactions ultimately rely on the establishment of 
trust and co-operation between buyers and sellers not just the security of 
the trading environment. This paper therefore first outline some of the 
technologies which are being developed to address security concerns and 
then move on to discuss how these can be applied to facilitate trust in 
electronic trading. 
159 , SHOPPING 
JASCO(P). Shopbots; Shopping robots for electronic commerce. 
Online.22,4; 1998, Jul/ Aug; 14-16 
Electronic commerce via the Internet has recently expanded 
rapidly. Discusses its advantages, shopping agents(shopbots)take queries, 
visit shops that may have the product, bring back the resuhs and compact 
form compares their search techniques with traditional database searching. 
160 , , CYBER 
RAVAL(Sheela). Bull in the cyber shopping. India todav.XXV.23:2000. 
June,5;61-63. 
Author explain about the slow work in services ordered by 
consumer through cyber shopping. It seems that the growth of 
cyber commerce in India has missed the target by miles stroi^ -- , ' ~ 
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ones of recovering the money or cancelling the transaction lies with the 
customer. Making thing worse for the customer is fact that the net is still 
an uncontrolled territory. Rules governing e-tailing are yet to be framed so 
there's no guarantee that a cyber shop will stand by what it promises. If 
something goes wrong and the chances are very high the seller can 
conveniently blame to the courier con5)any. Indeed back ofBce jobs like 
picking the right product .packing it shipping it and tracking its progress 
till it reaches the customer is a major headache. 
161. , , CYBERPLACE 
KIELY(Thomas). Fear and shopping in cyberspace. Harward Business 
Review. 75,4; 1997, July-Aug.13-14 
This article about the shopping in cyberspace. Many people are 
rehictant to shop on-line because they are afraid their privacy will be 
invaded in cyber^)ace companies should take measures to ensure that the 
information consumer divulge will be kept confidential and will not be 
downloaded by hackers or lost or misused by enployees. 
162. , , INTERNET 
PORT(efy) and MEHROTRA(Dheeraj). . electronic way out. 
Electronics for vou.32.^: 2000, March; 38-39 
In today's fest pace life, e-commerce seems to be the best option 
for conducting business. Con^anies can directly access customers land 
provide them much wider choice of products. Efforts are being made to 
popularise the concepts and opportimities of e-commerce-
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introduction of mobile e-conmaerce and e-services enabled through e-
speak technology are the latest advancement in this field. It also includes 
Net shopping which is more convenient than conventional shopping. 
163. STERNIN(M). DIALOG unveils Plant retail Internet shopping service. 
Advanced Technology libraries. 27,9;1998,Sep.ll 
Reports the launch, by the dialog corporation of planet 
RetaiKhttp://www.planetreteiLcom^ an Internet based shopping service for 
consumer. Launched in partnership with jungle corporation, the service 
will enable users to search the Internet and determine the best prices from 
100 retailers in 11 main categories. The second phase will allow user to 
make direct payment for purchases. 
164. , , ONLINE 
ALBA(Joseph)and others. Interactive Home shopping: Consumer, Retailer 
and Manu&cturer incentives to participate in Electronic market places. 
Tniimal of mflrlcatinpYil V 1997,July;38-53 
The authors examines the implications of electronic shopping for 
consimiers, retailer and manu&cturers. They assume that near-term 
technological development will ofTer consumers unparalleled opportunities 
to locate and conpare product offerings. They examine these advantages 
as function of typical consiuner goods and the types of products and 
services being sought and offer conclusions regarding consimier incentives 
and disincentives to purchase through interactive home shopping vis-
^-vis traditional retail formats. The author discuss implications for 
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industry structure as they pertain to conq)etition among retailers, 
con9>etition among manufacturers and retailer-manu&cturer relationships. 
165. LAFREMERE(L.A). Shopping Online. Linksup. 16,3; 1999, May-June; 
20-21 
Notes the great success of online shopping, via the world wide 
web, with notes on who are providing these services and how consumers 
can ensure that they get the best value for money. Briefly reviews the 
&cilities available at specific web sites and the disadvantages of online 
shopping for items such as flowers and problems of poor packaging, 
discontinues lines and limited selection concludes with helpful advice on 
security issues, partkularly relating to credit card purchasing and on v/baX 
to do if dissatisfied with a product. 
166. , STOCK, TRADING 
PROCHNOW(D).Online stock trading frenzy. Linkup 16,2; 1999, Mar-
Apr;8 
Briefly outlines tl^ latest developments in information sources on 
stock market trading and investing available via the world wide web, 
focusing on: the New York Stock exchange web site(http:// 
\¥ww.sdiwab.com) Day traders network(httD://www.davtrades.com) stock 
Investors trading network's daily Report(http://www.stock-tradiDg.com) and the 
virtual stock exchange(VSE) is an online simulation of a traditional 
brokerage firm. 
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167. , , EXCHANGE 
LOH(L) and YS(Ong). adoption of Internet based stock trading: a 
conceptual framework and en:q)rical results. Journal of Inftechnology 
13,2; 1998, June;81-94 
Reports on development of stock net a broad-based Internet stock 
trading plateform in Singapore. A logistic regression analysis was 
conducted to predict to user acceptance of a new system from a measure of 
their perceptions beliefe and attitude and usage behaviour. User's concerns, 
expectations percieved ease of use and the real value added of a new 
system as well as their trading behaviour are critical determinants to th? 
ultimate adoption of Internet Stock Trading. Makes suggestions for the 
friture adoption and development of real time, Internet based stock trading. 
168. , SYSTEMS, NMS 
SINGH(Satyain'akash). NMS: The IT links to business. Voice and Data. 
5,8; 1999,Feb;58 
Business success has become increasingly dependant on software 
appUcations. It provides con^etitive advantages and new customer 
services at the same time, the role of IT is changing from maintenance 
organisation to corporate service provider. Network management system is 
more than an appUcation with some database running the show. It is m 
integration of function that may be on one machine but may span thousand 
of miles with different support organisation and many machines and 
databases. It is these ftmctions that must be directly driven by the 
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business case for each is more than just a technology issue for enterprises. 
It has became a business necessity in order to have conpetitive advantage. 
169. , TAXATION 
CHUCK(L.B). virtual taxman cometh: looming taxation issues for 
Internet commerce, searcher 6,5; 1998, May; 36-44 
Discuss how taxation could effect electronic commerce on the 
Internet and more widely, the global economy as a whole. The debate 
centers around where the real power to influence the economy will reside-
in current governments and institutions or in the realm of cyberspace. 
Charts the various practices of the separate US states in taxing access to 
the Internet and downloads of software or information. Considers the 
provision of the Internet taxation freedom act currently before the US 
congress which address issues relating to levying taxes on either the 
products the profits or the infrastructure of electronic commerce in the 
U.S.A 
170. , TECHNOLOGIES VOXML 
BETHONEY(H). Putting a "v" into E-commerce. PC Week 13,6; 1998, 
Nov, 14-33 
Reviews Motorola's VOX ML 1.0 which lets users access -'• e' •^ -
using a telephone and spoken commands. VOX ML has been designee^  ?c 
an open platform that will work with the variety of underlying speech 
recognition technologies and is based on the XML standard with tags 
that support the creation of interactive speech applications. 
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171. , TELECOM, INDUSTRY 
DAVE (Manoj). it-* Astuteness you requires selection, Voice & Data. 
5, 10 ; 1999, April ; 64. 
Author explains that the telecom industry is coming of age and 
the need to communicate more efiflciently is growing across all 
segments. As the telecom network expands with our vision to have 
telephone in demand soon. New and growing business are amongst 
the biggest consumer of individual telecom products, specifically up 
to six to 48 extensions decentralisation operations of large business 
and propriety companies share the same needs as well. These 
companies and business need a cost effective and expandable system 
with varying levels of sophistication from highly intelligent systems 
to cost effective expandable installations. 
172. , , POLICY 
BHAGYALAXMI (J). New telecom poUcy 1999, Yojana. 44, nl , 2000, 
Jan, 58. 
The author describes that new telecom policy 1999 will be 
highlighted the applications like tele-banking, tele-medicine, tele-
education, tele-trading, e-commerce other services provides will be 
allowed to operate by using infra structure provided by various access 
providers. Online electronic commerce will be encouraged so that 
information can be passed seamlessly. The requirement to develop a 
adequate band width of the order of 10 Gb on national route and even 
terrabits on certain congested important national routes will be 
immediately addressed to so that growth of IT as well as electronic 
commerce will not be hampered. 
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173. , TRADE 
ANAND M . Trading on the Net. Business world. 19, 11 ; 1999, July, 
26 ; 3 2 - 33. 
The author describes that Internet trading offers the ultimate in 
convenience placing orders receiving comfirmation, paying cash, 
receiving money, can be done through net. The speed of order execution 
in Internet trading is quite high. It offers the investor plenty of quality 
information in the form of research reports, chat discussion boards 
etc and the brokers age costs are lower on the Internet. The important 
facility is that the investor can access his broker from any where. The 
frame work for e-commerce or e-trading just going to exist in the 
country e-circulation of cash banks have to come forward to facilitate 
this. 
174. EDWARDS (S). Cutting out the middleman. Book seller. 48, 16 ; 1998, 
Apr, 22 - 24. 
Defines electronic commerce and argues that this may be the 
way the book trade might improve its efficiency and reduce its costs. 
Reports results of Book industry communication research consisting 
of 6 case studies conducted to evaluate electronic commerce in the 
different book trade sectors. These are presented under the following 
headings : benefits ; perception ; lack of trading partners ; the 
messages; constraints ; incentives and lessons learned. 
175. LEE (OK) and BEFORD (S). explorative approach to federated 
trading. Computer comrminicatinns 21, 2 ; 1998, Mar ; 162 - 70. 
Describes the development of a new model for trading in large 
scale distributed computing environments which is based on the 
gradual evolution of a federated trading space through a process of 
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continual exploration and evaluation rather then on the imposition of 
a strictly managed stracture. Describe also a reference implementation 
of the model with the ANSA ware distributed processing environment 
called the explorative trading service (ETS) which provides an 
exploration engine a well as various management interfaces including 
a Gopher gateways so that various network information retrieval 
browsers may be used to browse the trading space. 
176. NAZEM (SM). Electronic Trade : where are the holds ups?. 
Information Management. 11, 3 - 4 ; 1998 ; 14 - 15. 
Update of electronic trade is being hampered by method 
households access to the Internet, restrictive bandwidths, and security 
and privacy issues. Describes the growth of electronic bill presentation 
and payment systems. Describe the technological advances that are 
beginning to address security and privacy issues. 
177. PRABHU ,PP . Changing Horizons of India is foreign trade. 
Emplovment News. XXIV, 49 ; 2000, March ; 4 - 10. 1 -2 
The article discusses charging horizons of India is foreign trade 
and applicable of in trade. The introduction of electronic data 
interchange and electronic commerce is expected to bring the export 
sector in line with global developments. All policy notifications, public 
notices, procedures. International trade classification hormonised 
system (ITS - HS) classification and input - output norms of duty 
entitlement e with pass book system. Would now be available on 
internet ensuring maximum transparency. 
178. , , INDUSTRY, IMPACT 
DANIELS (M). Trading on the Internet book easy. Against the grains. 
10, 3 ; 1998, June, 89. 
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Outlines the characteristics of Internet trading which challenges 
all previous thinking on commerce and its environment. Compares 
the functionability of Electronic Data Interchange. (EDI) with that of 
the Internet and discusses the type of standards that need to be 
developed by the book trade for Internet commerce. Distributed sites 
provide direct access to publisher operational sytems that offer current 
pricing, availability and ordering options as well as the ability to check 
order status. 
179. WALL (R.A). Comments to the Department of trade and industry. On 
: proposal for European Parliament and council directives on certain 
legal aspects of electronic commerce is the internal market. Managing 
information. 6, 3 ; 1999, Apr ; 37 - 8 
Comments to the UK Department of trade and industry on the 
proposal for a European parliament and council directive on certain 
legal aspects of electronic commerce in the internal market. These are 
presented under the following headings scope of the proposal ; non 
commercially based information services ; links to the database 
directives ; legal costs ; impact assessment ; the future of copyright, 
and general. 
180. , , INTERNET 
DYSART J.I. FaU Internet world 98. NewYork : a walk through the 
exhibit hall made it clear : the web is everywhere. Information today. 
15, 11 ; 1998, Dec ; 23 - 24. 
The author present an overview of the fall Internet world 98 
trade show and conference, highlighting a number of products. The 
products and services on display underscored the degree to which the 
Internet has become an integral part of everyday life. Items targeting 
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the corporate market included web startup Biz travel centraal's real 
names simplified Internet navigation product ; Balisofl's live contact 
software for creating personalised customer service over the Internet 
; General magic's portico, providing a virtual assistant who checks e-
mail and voice mail and responds to voice commands ; and a new e-
postmark fi-omthe US postal service that is actually a digital sugnature 
used for determining whether document modification has occurred. 
181. , , LAW, INTERNATINAL 
JOHN (S). : c united Nations commisions on International Trade law 
: working group on electronic commerce. International Information 
communication & education, 17, 2 ; 1998, Sep ; 44 - 5 
Reports on the 32nd sessions of the UN commision on 
International Trade law (UNCITRAL) working group on electronic 
commerce, held in Vienna in Jan 1998. The session was, devoted to 
substantial discussions on legal problems raised by emerging 
international trade and trans boarder flow prevention measures for 
cyberspace. The working group has drafted a model law on electronic 
commerce, covering aspects such as digital signatures, certification 
techniques and the allocation of risks and liabilities amongst providers 
users, and 3rd parties. 
182. , TRANSACTION 
DOSSIERC (Eadi). ^ ^ policy implications of "e-conmierce" FID 
Bulletin for information and communication. 42, 3 -4 ; 1998, May -
Aug ; 84 -5 
Electronic commerce (e-commerce) encompasses all types of 
commercial transactions based on the electronic processing and 
transmission of data, including text, sound and image looks at 3 
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features of e-commerce that are set to modify traditional market 
behaviour and have an impact on the effectiveness of regulatory frame 
works. 
183. NEFROPONTE (Nicholas). *K E in E-commerce will go away 
Business today. 8, 23 ; 1999, Dec, 7 ; 104 - 111. 
Describes e-commerce transactions will reach the level of US 
$ 1 trillion in the next 14 months. These can broken up into 3 
components one component will be business to business B2B 
transactions. The second will be business to consumer (B2C) 
transactions. Which will depend on the penetration. The third is 
capable of being the largest component : C2C consumer to consumer 
transactions. This is because the e-is E-commerce is like the hyphen. 
184. TAYLOR (P) . Getting noticed and paid. Digital publishing 
technologies. 3, 12 ; 1998, Dec;8 -13. 
Covers 2 important aspects of publishing commerce websites 
and products on the www. If commercial products are to earn money 
from users, then the users must be made aware of the existance of the 
products and be encouraged to use them. Discusses practical strategies 
used to ensure that products are noticed : free and useful information 
use of portals ; page titles ; keyword density. If commercial products 
are to earn money from users, then it must also be possible to enable 
payments to be made. Notes the continuing failure of digital cash 
systems to attract a critical mass of buyers and sellers and reports 
some recently developed payment alternatives. Concludes with online 
consideration of online revenue sharing arrangements. 
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185. , , B2B,B2C 
KANAGAL (Nagasimha Balakrishna). power of the e-commerce 
brand 39, 2 ; 2000 Feb ; 82 - 88 
The electronic commerce (e-commerce) business is one of the 
fastest growiag business, E-business can be for B2B transactions and 
for B2C transactions Intranets take care of connectivity and 
communication internal to a business and E-mail takes care of 
individual to individual communication. E-commerce can be routed 
through the internet. Private value or through Extranet. E-commerce 
business between the consumer and the marketer would in future, 
completely replace the retail business currently taking place at the 
retail outlets / supermarkets. Some pioneers of e-commerce globally 
are microsoft, oracle, sun, verifone and cybercash. 
186. , , CREDIT CARDS 
CHOPRA (Subhash). Smart cards, smart deals. Nation and the world. 
8, 195 ; 1999, December, 1; 56. 
The author describes about E-money, the plastick money in the 
form of bank credit cards has been around in India for well high two 
decades now, with Diners club and American express charge cards 
requiring monthly payments of total bills. The invasion by VISA and 
Master card brands since the early 1980 has brought in a whole crowd 
of banks into business of credit cards where about only five percent 
of the bills may be cleared monthly with the rest turning into rolling 
credit at interest rates of 20 percent and above. The smart card will 
replace not in the too distant failure ; the use of cash, credit cards, 
personal cheques and other payments methods in consumer transactions 
world wide. Unlike conventional debit cards the smart card contains 
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actual spendable electronic money value. The money is so secure that 
the smart card is often called a portable steel safe that fits in a wallet. 
187. , , E-CASH 
PHILLIPS (DJ). social construction of a secure anonymous 
elctronic payments system : fi-ame alignment and mobilization around 
E-cash. Journal of information technology. 13, 4 ; 1998, ; 273 - 83. 
Analyses the issue package deployed by the developer of the 
E-cash electronic payment system. Analyzes 3 different discursive sites 
(print media, USA congressional deliberation and an electronic mailing 
list to gauge the success of that package, according to its presence 
and its resonance within each site. Its failure is explained by the 
difficulties a firame of such structure will have in meshing with the 
discursive practice of each site in resonating with cultural themes of 
each site, and in provoking social action. 
188. , , E-MONEY 
TAVA (Ivan). Hail the smart card. Newzealand Computers. 17,1 ; 1998, 
Sep; 35 -38. 
Predicts that the future of smart card is going and explains what 
is smart card it is a real e-money. Also describes the application of 
smart card its fiiture and potential / hazards. Explains that current forms 
of e-commerce solutions revolves around the concept of encrypted 
transactions that work exactly like regular credit card and payment. 
189. , , SECURITY 
STEVES (DH) and others. Properties of secure transaction protocols. 
Computer Networks and ISDN systems. 29, 18 ; 1997, Nov ; 1809 -
21. 
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The selected papers of the 8th joint European Networking 
conferences, held in May 1999, Edinburgh, Scotland defines the 
properties that are necessary for electronic commerce protocols and 
extending the transactional properties to include isolation and causility. 
Extends the structural properties to support scalability, layering and 
separation of roles. 
190. THAMPI (Praveen.S). Intimate transfers. Computers today. 15, 187 ; 
1999, Sep, 16 - 30 ; 74 - 76. 
Booming E-cormnerce brings along new concerns regarding 
transaction security. The possible way out is standard data exchange 
protocol like SSL and now SET (Secure Electronic Transaction). 
Electronic wallets based on SET to hold electronic credit cards have 
been developed by browser manufacturers such as microsoft and 
Netscape. In order to accept transactions from electronic wallet, 
merchants needs to incorporate SET into their Internet server. 
191. , , WWW 
DOPPKE (Wayne.J). Find and buy medical images in seconds with 
electronic fund transfer. Medicine on the Net 4. 8 ; 1998, Aug ; 12 -
13. 
Reviews the mediclip website <http : //www.mediclip.com 
launched by the professional learning systems division, william and 
wilkins, maryland and developed by Bixler inc. Washington DC. 
Mediclip users can search for and purchase medical images via the 
world wide web and both single images and entire image collections 
are available : image and product search are available : image and 
product search ; people, news and links ; technical support and FAQ ; 
hot items ; and new stuff. 
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192. , , XFDL 
BALIR (B) and BOXER (J). XFDL : creating electronic commerce 
transaction records using XML. 31, 11- 16 ; 1999, May ; 1611 - 22 
In the race to transform the WWW from a medium for information 
presentation to a medium for information exchange, the development 
of practices for ensuring the security, auditability and non repudiation 
of transactions that are well established in the paper based world has 
not kept pace in the digital world. Existing Internet technology 
provides no easy way to create a valid digital receipt that meets of 
both complex distributed networks and the business community . 
XFDL was designed for implementation in B2B electronic commerce 
and intra organisational information transactions. 
193.DASH (Shefali s). Information technology and its application. Yojana. 
44, 1; 2000, Jan; 11-14. 
According to the author,one of the Ikmajor applications of it for better 
quality of servece to the citizen is electronic governance or EG. EG 
can provide secure, reliable and controlled interface between the 
government and citizens through computer communication network. 
EG is more than just citizen services and is a combination of 
technology, process reengineering and a new style of leadership. 
Citizens and consumers of government service are now more aware 
of their rights and they demand access to information and transparency 
in their dealings. 
194. , VENDORS, ONLINE 
QUINT (B). Holdouts and other sneaky vendor tactics: no one profits 
when providers keep searches from finding information. Information 
today. 15, 9; 1998, Oct; 8-10. 
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The author discusses the good and bad motives for, practice by online 
vendors of'holding out' i.e. concealing from some web users search 
features provided for others. This can save time and create more precise 
retrieval but is unacceptable v^hen it eleminates the effectiveness of 
searches, such practices are notin the vendor's interests as professional 
searcher will be aware of what is happening and end user calculate 
their spending and desert the provider. The author explains how gaps 
in the coverage of a given database from the some producer may vary 
with different search services, expecially where there have been 
industry mergers.The author suggests that since vendors cannot 
advertise the advantages of holdouts to benifitting outlets without 
antogonizing the excluded user's, They should design new products 
to perform new tasks. 
195. , WORLD WIDE WEB 
Emerson (T). Web developments : virtual comunities strive to 
control e-commerce and standards. Information outlock. 2, 
10; 1998, Oct; 38. 
Surveys current research and development projects and trends 
in the areas of electronic commerce and standards for the world 
wide web. More specific areas covered include directories 
filtering, profile and recommendation systems, marketing via 
reach engines and privacy issues. 
196. KENNEDY (SD). The best things in life are free: even with 
e-commerce booking there are free bies to be had on the web. 
PC week. 15, 8; 1998, Sep; 31-2. 
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Explains low to obtain software by downloading from the 
Internet and how free the various types of "free offers are. 
Describes : Sharware which includes careware, crippleware 
guiltware and nagware; demonware; and freeware including 
NONAGS. Also indicates fun and activity sites for children. 
197. SARASOHN KANN (J). Web enabled electronic comerce and 
physicians : a status report. Computer Networkes and ISDN 
systems. 4, 7; 1998; 14-18. 
Internet based Electonic commerce (EC) in administring medical 
and health care prictice and handling claims data. Includes brief 
details of specific pract ices and commercial products also 
describes various sites formedical consultant. 
198. , BUSINESS. 
GIBSON (P) Financial Business data hit the web. Information 
today. 14, 9; 1997, Oct; 44. 
The author discusses about a guide to business and financial 
information sources available on the world wide web. Features 
capsule reviews for 5 sites; Reuters business briefing on the 
web, which provides a web interface to the company's business 
briefing service; FT discovery for the web, a sound for 
international business news and data with focus ont he corporate 
end-user; bloomberg personal web version of the print magazine 
which provides continuously updated worldwide financial 
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information; Internet securities a startup financial provider which 
provides information on emerging markets; and E*trade, an 
online stock brokerage offering real-time stock and option trading 
as well as timely news and market information, includes on 
product source guide. 
199. , , COMPUTER 
AHMAD I6RftW]?lCall Centres, Voice & data. 7,1,2000, July, 
99-102. 
The author discusses that countries like the India does not have 
to invent anything new but only leverage on its inherent 
strenghts. Most web/e-mail-based interaction centres like Aditi, 
Transworks, customer asset, com, Daksh.com etc. on the other 
hand, are promoted by professionals with strong technology 
industry background. 
200. , , DRAWBACKS 
PHILLIPS (K). Hosting E.Commerce Pcweek. 136; 1998, Nov. 
17; 32. 
Despite the adoption of web-to host products across the board, 
terminal emulation software has been slow to take off. Describes 
and compares the 2 basic design philosophioes in the web-t-host 
arena. Java and Active X-based terminal amulation applets, and 
web gatways. Applets based products have a numbner of draw 
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backs. Such as security problems. The web gateway approach is 
more suitable for electonic commerce. Preducts that the use of 
web-based terminal emulation will increase and this will 
significantly affect the growth of extranets and electronic 
commerce. 
201. , , TRADING 
GIBSON (W). My obsession. I thought I was imnmune to the 
Net. Then I got bitten by eBoy. Wired. 7, 1; 1999, Jan; 102-7. 
eBay bills itself as "your personal trading community" and 
consists of a world wide web service that hosts over 800000 
online auctions per day, Descibe one man's experience of buing 
classics wristwaches via e-bay auctions. 
202. , , TRANSATION FINANCE 
BENNETT (P.S.G.). Information access and electronioc commerce. 
New Review of information Networking. 2; 1996; 181-193. 
As part of the European funded project, COPINET, investigated 
world wide web based financial t ransact ions systems and 
considers hos they may be included as part of a world wide web 
based text retrival system. Discusses charging and pricing in 
payment systems, payment system types and security issues. 
Widespread acceptance of payment system is being limited by 
worries over security and the lack of involvement by major 
financial institutions. 
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